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Abstract

Wireless technology and relative powerful mobile devices enable advanced 
applications, such as video streaming to be set up in areas without infrastructure. 
These complex networks are called Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs). Improving 
the stability and performance of video streaming over MANETs is an active area of 
research.
 The motivation behind this thesis is to visualize network simulations for such 
complex networks. With the effect that the visualization tool may help research and 
development off protocols to solve the many network related challenges. The existing 
visualization tool Bienvisto was developed to help in this research as part of the DT-
Stream project. Bienvisto visualized nodes present in the network simulation, the 
routes and the network transmission between these nodes. Bienvisto lacks some 
features to help users to better understand such complex network. These are:

1. To better visualize routes between nodes, both from a global and a local 
perspective. 

2. An overview of node properties and metrics, including their identifier to be able to 
distinguish between the nodes in the network. 

3. Provide statistics and metrics measured from the video stream transmitted over the 
network.

During early testing of our rough models of the features we wanted to support, we 
were faced with some challenges. We found several issues that forced us to re-evaluate 
the underlying architecture of Bienvisto. Thus, we developed the new visualization 
tool Broad. It is based on Bienvisto, and most of the visual aspects such as how nodes, 
routes and network transmissions between these nodes are visualized, only the chart 
presentation was kept unchanged. The required features have been addressed and 
implemented, which represent the main contributions of this master thesis:

1. Visualization of routes from a global perspective, and the ability to inspect routes 
from a local perspective. Finally we support analyzing paths between nodes.  

2. Ability to distinguish between the different nodes in the network, inspect their 
properties and related metrics.

3. Statistics and metrics related to the video stream transmitted over the network.
4. Topology of the network as adjacency matrices both from a global and a local 

perspective. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Background

The idea of enabling video streaming over such complex network as disruptive 
MANETs in rescue and emergency operations is a field of interest and an active area 
of research recently, but there are still much improvements to be done for this task. 
Some of the challenges faced in such network are:

1. There is no infrastructure, it is destroyed or it never existed.
2. MANETs are highly dynamic networks and likely to partition due to the mobility of 

the nodes and/or the low node count. Physical obstacles present in the area of 
rescue and emergency operations may also affect the connectivity between nodes 
and cause disruptions.

Complex routing protocols and solutions need to be developed to address some of 
these challenges. The motivation behind the DT-Stream project is to improve this field 
and eventually make it possible to stream video over these complex networks. To 
solve this task much research and testing needs to be done. Thus, network simulations 
of such complex networks are done to help in the development of applications and 
solutions that can overcome the complexity of such network. Network simulations are 
often done through network simulators such as the ns-3 network emulator, before 
running test-bed simulations with real devices. Since the costs, time and complexity to 
set up a real on-site network simulation varies depending on the network scenario, and 
often requires too much time to setup and run in comparison to a network simulator, 
not to mention the costs which limits the amount of testing. 
  The amount of traces generated from such scenarios can be large in size depending 
on the duration of the simulation and the node count. Analyzing such traces by hand 
may be difficult and a complex task. The traditional way of analyzing this data is to 
code scripts that parses such output from the sources.However this approach rather 
limited, since they will only parse contents from the trace output based on the what the 
provided for this task tells them to. This approach tend to give an incomplete picture 
of what is going on in the network simulation. A visualization tool on the other hand 
enables the user take in large quantities of information more quickly, since humans 
rely normally on visual input, and tend to understand visual input better than analyzing 
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large quantities of textual data. Visualization of network simulations may help 
researchers to better understand what is going on in the network, such as the network 
interaction (and outcome), mobility patterns, node topology. Such information may be 
used to develop new protocols and/or techniques that may improve application 
performance in such networks. A visualization may also be used to validate the results 
from such network simulations since they must be analyzed both statistically and 
visually to make sure they match the research hypothesis and analysis. 

A MANET specific visualization tool is developed to aid in the research and analysis 
in the DT-Stream project, since none of the existing visualization tools for network 
simulations met the requirements needed. The Basic Interactive Extensible 
Visualization Tool (Bienvisto) [1] was created for this task. It has been of great help to 
analyze and study traces generated from these network simulations. Still some 
improvements and additional functionality to this visualization tool has are needed to 
further help in the study of these network traces. This is the motivation behind this 
master thesis.

1.2 Problem Statement

Visualization tools are used to better understand what is going on in a network 
simulation. The visualization tool Bienvisto, features the ability to draw nodes in the 
network simulation, routes and network transmission between the nodes. It also 
features a "Chart System" that presents statistical representation of metric values over 
time, such as MAC-transmissions, MAC-receptions and MAC-drops.

Bienvisto has the following shortcomings:

1. Does not visualize routes properly from a global perspective, and lacks visualization 
of routes from a local perspective.

2. There currently exist no way to distinguish nodes present in the network from each 
other, and to inspect properties and metrics related to a individual node.

3. There are no statistics and related metrics for the video stream transmitted over the 
network.
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1.3 Goals

The goals of the visualization tool Broad are:

1. Better visualize routes between nodes, both from a global and  local node 
perspective. This means to be able to i) view the all the current links in the 
network from a global perspective, ii) inspect local routes belonging to a node, 
and iii) inspect paths between nodes.

2. Provide an overview about node properties and metrics, including the identifier of 
the node in the topology so that it is possible to distinguish between the nodes 
present in the network.

3. Provide statistics and metrics about the video stream transmitted over the network.

1.4 Structure and Outline

This thesis is structured as follows: we provide background information in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 presents related work.  Chapter 4 and 5 explains the design, requirements 
for our features, the implementation of the Broad Visualizer and the features that have 
been implemented. Chapter 6 evaluates the work and finding that have been gathered 
throughout the implementation of this. Finally, in Chapter 7 we conclude with a 
discussion and an overview of possible future work.
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Chapter 2 

Background

The DT-stream motivation is to visualize the complex networks that take place in 
rescue and emergency operations and improve the stability and performance of such 
complex network. In this chapter we first describe the characteristics of rescue and 
emergency scenario. We then (talk about Video streaming in general and) provide 
background on Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks, Delay Tolerant Networks and explain the 
store carry forward paradigm which are central network technologies needed to 
provide data communication in such scenarios.

2.1 Rescue and emergency operations

Rescue and emergency operations characteristics are very hectic and dynamic 
environments, where time is a critical factor. The main objective for the rescue 
personnel involved is to save lives and limit damages on nature, building and 
infrastructure  A rescue operation is also of a specific type, e.g., land, sea, or air rescue 
operation, etc. Typically, several organisations are involved in the rescue operation, 
e.g, paramedics, fire fighters and police, in addition to a number of other organisations, 
some of which are voluntary. In order to perform and complete a rescue operation the 
involved rescue personnel have assigned tasks such as carrying injured persons to a 
safe place, providing food, water and blankets, medical examinations, performing 
investigations etc. Tasks vary and have to be delegated to the appropriate organisations 
and personnel involved in a rescue operation. Tasks that are done need to be reported 
back so that decisions about new tasks or further work can be taken. To do so the 
rescue personnel need to communicate either directly face to face, or trough telecom 
devices, e.g., radios and phones. Having proper methods of communication is critical 
for for efficient coordination of the rescue personnel, and information flow [2]. Video 
streaming services such as video conferencing can be useful, since a visual overview 
of may help to prioritize critical situations over non-critical, and delegate resources 
accordingly.
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The typical organization of a land operation consists of:

• A Rescue Coordination Center (RCC) responsible of monitoring the operation and 
giving advice.

• Rescue Sub-Center (RSC) which has regional responsibility and appoints the on-
scene coordinator/commander.

• On-scene coordinator (OSC) usually at team consisting of an designated officer from 
the paramedics, fire-fighter.

• The rescue personnel (team members)  which reports and perform the designated 
tasks that are handed to them from their designated team officer. 

The network in a rescue and emergency operations are usually composed by mobile 
devices such smart-phones, PDA’s and a some stationary devices. These network are 
often exposed to network congestion and communication failure. This can be due to

Figure 2.1 Organization and structure in rescue operations [2]
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that device may be out of connectivity range, or the device may have run out of energy 
and is not available anymore. The environment can also affect the network 
communication and connectivity since most mobile devices will not work in certain 
areas such as tunnels, and in certain cases the environment may cause noise that 
interfere with the network communication. As such is the case these network have to 
be resilient to such network failures and are often complex. 

The rescue emergency operation scenario that we use in the DT-Stream project are 
show in Figure 2.2. Is a scenario composed by two partitions one which is the 
Command and Control Center (CCC), and the second the area of incident (On-Site). 
We have the following nodes: 

1. a CCC-node,  

2. carrier nodes, 

3. and on-location nodes. 

The CCC-node is located outside of the area incident and its network perimeter. This 
is where the rescue leaders coordinate the ER operation. The reason for this is that the 
CCC has to be located in a secure area away from the incident itself so that the 
leader(s) can keep their head cold and take important decisions in a less chaotic 
environment, since such decision may in some cases involve life threatening 
situations . The carrier-nodes will gather information from the on-site nodes, and when 
they move outside of the area of incident they will offload this information at CCC-
partition for processing, see Figure 2.2.
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2.2 Video Streaming

Video streaming has been part of the user web experience and IPTV for nearly more 
than a decade now. In the last past years video streaming has also become a part of the 
mobile device domain. Increasing consumer demand for video streaming and increase 
in video-traffic, are some of the main reasons for the effort that has been put into the 
development of improving video streaming. Thus, new video-codecs (H.261, H.234, 
H.264) and streaming protocols with video streaming in mind have been developed. 
The technology advancement in devices capable of video streaming especially mobile 
devices. Video streaming can either be streamed live or on-demand (progressive).

• Live video streaming transmits the video data directly to the streaming device. The 
streaming device buffers the incoming video data out to an display, without storing 
the video contents to a file on the hard disk. 

• On-demand video streaming on the other hand progressively downloads part of the 
video-stream while storing it to the hard disk. When there is sufficient information 
about it starts buffering the contents out to an display. 

Figure 2.2 Rescue emergency scenario
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In contrast to live video streaming where the are no direct possibilities for playback 
options such as forward, pause or rewind. On-demand video streaming supports 
playback options, i.e. if the user decides to jump forward in the video stream, the 
streaming device will start downloading from the selected time position even if it has 
not completed downloading the whole video stream.

As long as there haven been mobile devices have capable of video streaming, there has 
been an interest in enabling video streaming over MANETs. In an effort to make this 
possible much research and development has been focused on this task. Still there are 
a lot of issues to resolve with regards to video streaming for mobile devices, such as: 
i) power minimization, ii) end-to-end delay, iii) packet drop, iv) jitter and iv) 
propagation delay. 

Several solutions proposals have been proposed to address the challenges encountered 
in enabling video-streaming over MANETs. in general they try to improve efficiency 
or add redundancy, often dynamically throughout the video session. Still most of them 
violate the strict layering approach constituting the Internet protocol stack [3]. Some 
of the problem and proposed solution are the following:

1. MANETs have much stricter end-to-end delay than video streaming in a fixed 
network, since nodes in MANETs also act as routes. Thus, the routing delays affects 
the overall end-to-end delay.

2. MANETs have often limited bandwidth which is not optimal for video streaming, 
several compression techniques have been developed to minimize the bandwidth 
consumption. Which in turn (often) result in more power consumption affecting the 
lifetime of the nodes in a MANET since they are resource constrained devices. 

3. Several layouts have been proposed to minimize the power consumption of nodes 
in a MANET since they are the main driving source to MANETs. The number of 
nodes in a MANET, and their distribution affects the performance of the network 
connectivity in the MANET. Having to few nodes in a MANET means almost the 
same as no traffic, but having to many nodes can cause to much interference with 
normal data traffic and network congestion due to routing delays, control messages 
etc.

4. The end-to-end delay and packet loss increase linearly with the number of nodes in 
the network, which can be an issue since it has been proven that when there are 
more than three hops. It can cause delay above 250ms, which is not acceptable in 
the case of live streaming. In the case of Sparse MANETs it is not unusual to have 
delays larger than 250ms, due to network partitions. Having delays around 30s is 
not un- normal. We have streaming of multimedia rather than live video streaming 
in Sparse MANETs [3].
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5. Delay tolerant solutions must be capable of switching between synchronous mode, 
when an end-to-end path is available, and asynchronous mode where no such path 
exists i.e., nodes that are streaming video will either stop transmitting or start 
transmitting video content to available nodes that will in the near future have a 
connection to the destination(s). An Adaptive Overlay has been proposed as a 
solution to take such decisions1.    

The networks present in MANETs are complex. To be able to enable video streaming 
over MANETs one must understand what is happening in these networks. The DT-
Stream project aims to visualize these complex networks, so that solutions and 
applications that can overcome the dynamicity of such complex networks can be 
developed. However such solutions will require careful planning of design, and 
implementation. In addition to a great number of simulations and tests to see if they 
can work in real life.

Figure 2.3 Adaptive mode selection [3, 4]
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2.3 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANETs) are self-configuring networks without a fixed 
infrastructure. This makes it possible for  mobile devices to create an (ad-hoc) network 
for temporary communication. MANETs can be composed of several devices such as 
smart-phones and PDAs, wireless sensors or stationary devices. Also MANETs is a 
promising type of network for rescue emergency operations since they are able to 
work and adapt to changing environments where there is no communication 
infrastructure or the existing infrastructure has been partially or fully damaged. If 
possible MANETs will take advantage of existing infrastructure, such as access to 
Internet. Another application domain is battlefield communication where destroying 
existing infrastructure is a common practice [4].

2.3.1 Routing protocols in MANETs

Routing is the process of selecting paths in a network where data traffic can be 
forwarded through. In networks that have a fixed network infrastructure like the 
"Internet" we will have  dedicated routing devices that will forward the data traffic in 
the network. In a MANET there is no such infrastructure and all the participating 
nodes have to also act as a router. This means that at the same time they produce and 
consume data traffic. They must also make sure to route and forward traffic throughout 
the network. However MANETs suffer from frequent route breaks and topology 
changes, some of the reasons are:

• The nodes are mobile, and the routes between them change as they move. Or the 
nodes move outside the perimeter of the network. 

• The nodes are resource constrained devices, they can be unreachable either because 
the device is stalled or simply drained for battery. 

• The environment limits communication between the nodes, either because of the 
weather or areas where there communication signal drops or is not available.

Nodes in a MANET need to maintain a list of fresh and reliable routes (paths), so that 
they can forward data traffic trough the network correctly. Data traffic should be 
routed trough as few hops as possible and with a minimum delay. This is not an easy 
task in complex networks such as MANETs since forwarding to many packets will 
only flood the network and congest the data traffic, while sending to few packets result 
in a high delay. At the same time energy consumption must also be kept low since the 
devices in the network are constrained due to their battery lifetime. Trying to 
accomplish this task in the most efficient way has been a research field for a time now.     
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Several routing protocols have been developed over the years to address the 
challenges faced in MANETs. These protocols can be either:

• Reactive (on-demand) routes are discovered on a as-needed basis and information 
about that route is only maintained as long it is used to transmit and send. Ad-hoc 
On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) is an reactive routing protocol [5].

• Proactive (table-driven) maintains a fresh list of destinations and their routes by 
exchanging topology information with others nodes in the network regularly. 
Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) is an reactive protocol [6].

• Hybrid best of both strategies, usually maintains routes to all nearby nodes, while 
using route discovery only for nodes far away. Zone routing protocol (ZRP) is a 
hybrid routing protocol [7].

Reactive protocols such as AODV tries to minimize the message overhead present in 
proactive routing protocols such as OLSR, since maintaining a fresh and reliable list 
of routes can be a problem in a MANET, mostly due to the mobility of the nodes that 
produce route-breaks. As the number of nodes increase the number of route-breaks 
and routing discovery time will increase too. Meaning that the list is invalidated more 
often, resulting in more resources and bandwidth spent on keeping the route list fresh, 
which will conflict with the flow of normal network-traffic. But only discovering 
nodes on a as-need basis will delay flow of traffic and cause information jitter in 
MANETs where there is low node density and high mobility. Often a solution to this is 
a hybrid solution. ZRP is such a routing protocol, it uses a proactive routing protocol 
to discover local neighbour nodes (routing zone), and reactive routing protocol to 
discover nodes outside this routing zone.
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2.3.2 Sparse MANETs

Sparse MANETs can be seen as a combination of MANETs and Delay tolerant 
networks; they are characterized by:

• Subject to frequent and/or long term network partitions, caused by the layout of the 
affected area, physical obstacles and/or the mobility of the network nodes 

• Low node density (few nodes), and high mobility 

• Low bandwidth and unreliable communication, since there may not always be a 
route between a sender and a receiver, in this case they must therefore rely on 
asynchronous communication such as in DTN.

• All nodes may not be connected but there can still exist several independent groups 
of connected nodes or a number of completely isolated nodes.

Some of the challenges in Sparse MANETs are that most routing protocols used in 
MANETs are not efficient enough, due to disconnections/disruptions caused by 
frequent network partitions. Since energy consumption must be kept low this requires 
a delay tolerant routing protocol protocol that not only minimizes the network traffic 
spent on route discovery, but which is still able to route traffic across the network 
despite network partitioning (store-carry  forward paradigm). Another challenge is to 
determine the location of the nodes that can share resources, since most nodes might 
change their physical position over time. The nodes might also move at different 
speed, and with a different pattern. In addition the nodes need to be available during a 
certain period of time in order to allow access to the resource. An approach is to 
determine the physical location of the nodes. One solution is to assume that all nodes 
have means to determine their exact physical location. For example one can assume 
that each rescue person is equipped with a GPS enabled device, which can provide as 
service to the other devices that exact position of the user. In general, node movement 
is regarded as problem for communication since it usually leads to changes in the 
routes used by the nodes for communication. Though in some case the physical 
mobility of the users is the only solution to achieve communication among different 
parts of the network [3].
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2.4 Delay Tolerant Network

Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) seek to interconnect highly heterogeneous 
networks that may lack continuous network connectivity or where network 
connectivity may never be available. Example include such envisioned networks in 
rescue emergency operations, battlefield operations, or networks in space. It may also 
include Internet connectivity in places where performance may suffer such as 
developing parts in the world or extreme terrestrial environments [8]. 

In comparison to MANETs where nodes are assumed to be fully connected, it is 
common to assume that in DTNs, the network may suffer from frequent or long term 
network partitions, and that nodes may be disconnected or isolated or never available 
at all.

Store-Carry forward paradigm

Store-carry forward (routing in time) is the ability nodes have to store (buffer) 
information when disconnected and re-transmit this data when connected again later in 
time.  

A mobility-based approach that takes advantage of the mobility of the nodes to help 
deliver data between nodes that are not connected. Specifically, nodes buffer and carry 
packets during network partitions. Then forward packets to other nodes when they 
meet again. 

Figure 2.3, shows a simplified view of the store forward paradigm over time.

• At time t1 node A has met node B and is transmitting information to node B

• At time t2 node B has wandered off in the network and is currently not connected to 
any nodes, but has stored the information received from node A

• At time t3 node B meets node C and starts transmitting the stored content to node C

• Then at time t4 node C is disconnected and if in a near future mets another node it 
will start transmitting the stored information to that future node if any. 
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Store-carry forward approaches can be classified as reactive or proactive schemes.

• Reactive schemes rely on the movement of the nodes (devices) available in the 
network to help transport and deliver data. While disconnected the nodes wait until 
they encounter other nodes they can connect an exchange data with. Epidemic 
routing (ER) is such an scheme [9]. 

• Proactive schemes, modifies the trajectories of nodes for communication purposes. 
Message ferrying (MF) is  such an scheme [10]. 

The ER-scheme is robust against disconnection,  however since node encounters can 
be unpredictable and rare. It suffers from potentially low data delivery rate and large 
delays. Attempts to increase delivery rate and reduce delay, consist of the nodes 
propagating messages throughout the network, but the drawback to this is that 
message duplication consumes node resources and may congest data traffic. The MF 
scheme utilizes a set of special mobile nodes called message ferries to provide for 
communication services for nodes in the network. Similar to their real life analog, 
message ferries move around the deployment area and take responsibility for carrying 
data between nodes. The main idea behind the Message Ferrying approach is to 
introduce non-randomness in the movement of nodes and exploit such non-
randomness to help deliver data. Some of the limitations of MF are low throughput 
and large delay compared to connected network, but they are acceptable since the 
alternative is no communication[10].

Figure 2.4 Store-carry forward paradigm
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2.5 Information Visualization

Information visualization produces (interactive) visual representations of large scale 
collection of any kind of data to reinforce human cognition; thus enabling the viewer 
to gain knowledge about the internal structure of the data and casual relationships in it 
[11]. Knowledges from several other fields such as graphics, physics, statistics can be 
applied in the process of information visualization. Some typical application domains 
are data mining such financials stock tools i.e., Google Finance 1. Other application 
domains may be more artistic and creative such as data visualizations used in 
performances and exhibitions where often some sort of the user input is as part of the 
generated visual output. There are several areas of Visualization [12] some of them:

• Data Visualization: The study of visual representation of any kind of data which has 
been abstracted in to a schematic form.

• Scientific Visualization: Area of visualization primarily concerned with the 3d 
visualization of physical phenomenas (geological, biological, etc.), usually with a 
dynamic time component.

• Graphical Visualization: The process which turn abstract data into a visual image 
that can be perceived by the human eye. The data presented will usually be on a 
planar plane 2d and in some more advanced cases be presented as in a 3d-plane. The 
process of converting abstract data into a visual image often involves a program that 
reads the abstract data and transforms it to an visual output such programs often 
include statistical or graphical programs such as excel, gnuplot 2 and matlab 3.

• Dynamic Visualization: Information visualization is often static in nature, meaning 
that the data which is being visualized does not change over time. A more advanced 
form of visualization is where the data being presented dynamically changes over 
time, this is often the case of scientific evaluation where the data is been visualized 
over time. Some application domains such a financial tools allows to query such 
dynamic data over time.
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Visualization is classified as either:

• Abstract visualization: This are often include conceptual constructs in 2D or 3D, that 
do not necessarily represent reality. These are often generated trough 3d- software  
programs such as Blender 4, cinema 4D 5, google sketch-up 6 or programmatically 
such as fractals.

• Model based visualization: The opposite of abstract visualization, this is the case 
where we have digital representation of real data such as an image taken from a 
digital camera. Or a reconstruction of a real object from scientific data, such in the 
case of scientific visualization.

Another important aspect to information visualization is the study of the data that is 
being visualized and analyzed. This process often involves acquiring the data to 
process, and represent in some form that makes sense. Interacting with the result and 
then again refining this data for further study. A seven-stage process for visualization 
of data and analysis this data has been proposed [13], represented in figure 2.5  

Figure 2.5 The Seven Stages of Visualization [13]
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Chapter 3 

Related Work
This chapter analyses relevant related network visualization tools. We present 
related work in a chronological order, starting by the oldest related to work to the 
newest. We also go trough the Bienvisto application which we are extending as part 
of the related work. Finally we compare the features of the visualizations tools and 
outline requirements for our work.

Most of the related work presented in this chapter are visualization tools that have 
been developed with the network emulator ns-2 in mind, while the latter target the 
network emulator ns-3. Where it has been possible we have either compiled the 
source code and built the required network emulator and the related visualization 
tool described, either manually or trough an package manager. We have run a 
network simulation for each visualization tool where it has been possible, 
otherwise a screenshot for the related visualization are provided by a related paper.

3.1 Network animator Nam

Network Animator Nam (Nam) [14], is a visualization tool for trace sources from 
network simulation done in the network emulator ns-2, and also real world packet 
traces. It features topology layout, visualization of data transmission and series of 
inspection tools [15].  

3.1.1 Background

The development of the visualization tool Nam began in the 1990s as a simple tool 
for animating packet trace data [16]. Nam was a DARPA-funded research project 
developed closely along the development of the network emulator ns-2, in 
collaboration trough the VINT project.  The motivation behind Nam was that most 
visualization tools at the time were either directly integrated to the network 
emulator Opnet [14] or restricted to packet level animation such as the 
visualization tool Simphony [14].  In contrast Nam supports different views for the 
trace sources available such as visualization data transmission and time-events 
graph. 

The visualization tool Nam has been been used by many researchers as a tool to 
visualize network simulations done in the network simulator ns-2. To test and/or 
validate routing protocols and network scenarios to make sure they match research 
hypotheses and analysis. Nam has been the de-facto visualization for trace sources 
from ns-2 network simulations. Still these days it seems that development of Nam 
has moved to a private branch (newnam) [16]. And therefore no longer developed 
in public as a open source project. The last stable release of the visualization tool 
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Nam was released june 2009 1 [15].  Development and maintenance of the network 
emulator ns-2 seem to have slowed down too 2, due to the development of the 
network emulator ns-3. A separate network emulator built on top of yans (Yet 
Another Network Simulator). The network emulator ns-3 seems to have super-
seeded the network emulator ns-2 as the standard open source emulator for network 
simulations 3. 

3.1.2 Overview and Main features

The visualization tool Nam is developed to visualize trace sources from ns-2 
network simulations or real world packet traces. Nam can also visualize trace 
sources in real time trough a unix pipeline. Such trace sources can either be from a 
wired network simulation or a wireless network simulation. 

The visualization tool Nam features:

• A statistics component that can be used to monitor sources of interest. And can 
be used to display a statistical representation of those sources over time on a 
graph. Still this component and the trace source that can be monitored are 
specific to certain protocols [14]. 

• Different layout modes depending on the type of network. For wired network it 
features link orientation and automatic graph layout since links are known and 
permanent. In the case of wireless networks it uses a cartesian coordinate based 
system [17|. A cartesian coordinate system, denotes each point in the plane of the 
system by a pair of numerical x,y - coordinates. 

• A graphical interface known as the Nam Editor, for creating wired simulations 
that can be run directly trough the same editor when done.    

   
• Support for the following routing protocols 1) DSDV,  2) DSR,  3) AODV,  4) 

TORA 5) and  PUMA, are implemented in network emulator ns-2 [17|.

Still the visualization tool Nam is limited when it comes to the visualization of 
wireless network. Since it will only display the movement of the nodes, and does 
neither display links or  data transmission between nodes 4. 
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The normal workflow when using the visualization tool Nam, is to generate trace 
sources from a ns-2 network simulation. To generate these trace sources a network 
simulation script based on the OTcl scripting language 5 [18] is created and then 
run trough the ns-2 network emulator.  Next these trace sources are loaded trough 
the visualization tool Nam and a visualization of the network simulation is 
presented to the user.      

Figure 3.1, is a screenshot taken from Nam visualization of a ns-2 wired network 
simulation. In the figure we see each node as a circle with its assigned identifier for 
the current network simulation. We can also see the visualization of links between 
the nodes and the data transmission outlined as dotted lines. The red line in the 
figure between node 1 and node 2 indicates that the link between the two nodes is 
currently down.

Figure 3.1 Nam - Dynamic Routing Visualization [19]
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3.1.3 Conclusion

The visualization tool Nam has been used by many researchers over the years. The 
work and features that are available in Nam demonstrates that it is a mature 
visualization tool. Still it requires that the users who want to use this visualization 
tool to have knowledge on how to compile and build programs for the desktop 
platform they are running such as windows, linux or mac. Unless they use a 
package manager to install both the network emulator ns-2 and Nam or by 
downloading a existing binary. 

The visualization tool Nam is not well suited for wireless networks or more 
complex networks such as MANETs. Since its features are mostly limited to wired 
network simulations as previously mentioned in Section 3.1.2. However Nam is 
developed for visualization of trace sources from ns-2 network simulation. It does 
not support the OLSR routing protocol, which is the main routing protocol used in 
our ns-3 network simulations.  In addition that there is built-in support for a delay 
tolerant overlay implementation in the ns-2 emulator. Creating such a delay tolerant 
overlay for the ns-2 emulator is possible but a complex task. Since the ns-2 
emulator was developed primarily for network simulations. Compared to the ns-3 
network emulator which is developed with both extensions and running network 
simulations in mind.

Extending the ns-2 emulator to support a delay tolerant overlay involves a separate 
two-step process. The first step is to code and develop the required overlay in C++. 
Then change the core of ns-2 to support such a overlay. In addition the ns-2 
emulator has to be re-compiled into a new ns application that contains the delay 
tolerant overlay. The second step requires to create a simulation script in oTcl to 
test the overlay,  and run the simulation script trough the new compiled ns 
application. The ns-3 emulator on the other hand has been developed with both 
extensions and simulations in mind. With no need to change the core of ns-3 to 
create such a delay tolerant overlay . Creating both extensions and simulations are 
part of the same process. ns-3 uses single-step process to both compile extensions 
as part of the simulation that is created. When the compilation is complete the 
simulation will run with the included extensions. This means that when running a 
simulation program or script in ns-3, dependencies and extensions will be 
computed and compiled at run time before running the simulation itself. 
Simplifying the programming workflow.     
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3.2 iNSpect

iNSpect [20], is a visualization tool for trace sources from ns-2 network 
simulations. It features visualization of node mobility, links (connectivity graphs) 
and data transmission between nodes.

3.2.1 Background

Development of the visualization tool iNSpect started early 2000s as visualization 
tool for trace sources from ns-2 network simulations [20]. The motivation behind 
iNSpect, was that there were no visualization tools at the time that worked well 
with wireless network simulations. The visualization tool Nam described in Section 
3.1 did not have substantial features in terms visualization and analysis of wireless 
networks. There were no signs that Nam would add new features that would 
improve the existing limited support for visualization of wireless networks as part 
of the ongoing Monarch project 6 [20].  Additionally iNspect supports several 
validation methods for different mobility models which can help researchers to test 
and validate new versions of the network emulator ns-2. In addition to validating 
changes made to future versions of the implemented mobility models.

The visualization tool iNSpect has been used by many researcher to visualize trace 
sources from ns-2 wireless network simulations. As a alternative to the more 
limited visualization tool Nam in the case of wireless network simulation as 
mentioned in section 3.1. iNSpect development of iNSpect has been stable until 
mid 2010 7, with changes and new features added on request or by contributions 
[8]. Currently the latest version of iNSpect also wired network simulations for the 
network emulator ns-3. But is restricted to the network emulator ns-2 for wireless 
network simulation.  

3.2.2 Overview and Main features

The visualization tool iNSpect is developed to visualize generated trace sources 
from ns-2 network simulations. These trace sources can either be in the default ns-2 
trace format or in the nam based trace format. iNSpect does not support real time 
ns-2 network simulations. 

The visualization tool iNSpect features:

• A cartesian based coordinate system where the nodes are drawn on top. Nodes 
are drawn as circles along with their respective node id from the simulation. 
Links between two nodes are also drawn, when such a link exists at the point in 
time of the simulation. 
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• Visualization of packet transmission, where the fill color of the node’s circle will 
change depending on the transmission status of the node. The node that starts 
transmitting a packet will turn blue, while the destination node for the packet 
turns red until the packet has been received. At the point in time when the packet 
has been received at the destination node, the destination node will then turn 
green.  Nodes that currently are forwarding a packet will also turn blue. 

• A node information window for a selected node from the visualization. This 
window allows to inspect properties and related metrics (performance statistics) 
for the currently selected node. Such as the coordinates and transmission status, 
to the number of packets sent, forward and/or dropped for the currently selected 
node at any given point in time of the simulation. 

• Summary report of the related metrics for the nodes present in the network 
simulation that are calculated on each node during the visualization of the 
network simulation. 

• Playback control that allows the user to jump in time during the simulation or to 
pause the simulation; additionally it also allows the user to slow down the 
simulation speed if wanted. 

• Partition check which check the nodes that are partitioned during the simulation.

The normal workflow when using the visualization tool iNSpect, is to generate 
trace sources from a wireless ns-2 network simulation. To generate these trace 
sources a OTcl based network simulation script is created and then run trough the 
ns-2 emulator. Next these traces sources are loaded into the iNSpect visualization, 
where the user is presented with a visualization of the wireless ns-2 network 
simulation. The visualization tool iNSpect can also process mobility files that are 
specified at run time when running iNSpect, in contrast to the visualization tool 
Nam where such mobility files must be specified and scripted as part of the 
network simulation script. iNSpect will calculate the movement of the nodes based 
on the specified mobility file. This simplifies the development workflow and makes 
it possibly to use trace sources generated from a specific simulation script with 
different mobility models. Without having to change that simulation script to 
generate new trace sources for a different mobility model. This helps to streamline 
the research, analysis and validation of mobility models.    

Figure 3.2,  is a screenshot taken from a iNSpect visualization of a wireless ns-2 
network simulation. In the figure we can se the links between the nodes and the 
visualization of data transmission as explained above. The nodes that have a blue 
fill are either transmitting or forwarding a packet, and at the current point in time of 
the simulation the packet arrived at the destination node so the destination node has 
a green fill otherwise it would be red.  The node information inspection window is 
also visible in the lower left of the picture, showing the properties and related 
metrics for the currently selected node.  
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3.2.3 Conclusion

The visualization tool iNSpect is mature visualization tool. It shows many features 
that are required by a visualization tool for wireless network simulations. 
Compared to the more limited visualization tool Nam in terms of visualization of 
wireless network simulations.  In terms of user experience it is much more simple 
and intuitive to use. A limitation to visualization tool iNSpect which is the same for 
the visualization tool Nam is that it requires that the users who want to use this 
visualization tool. To have knowledge on how to compile and build programs for 
the desktop platform they are running such as windows, linux or mac. Unless they 
use a package manager to install both the network emulator ns-2 and Nam or by 
downloading a existing binary. In addition to a predefined set of libraries and 
binaries that need to be installed on the host machine before it can be built to run  8. 

The visualization tool iNSpect is primarily developed to visualize trace sources 
from wireless ns-2 network simulations.  The network emulator ns-2 does not 
support the OLSR routing protocol, which is the main routing protocol used in our 
ns-3 network simulations.  In addition there is no built-in support for a delay 
tolerant overlay in ns-2. Even if it possible to create such a delay tolerant overlay 
for the ns-2 network emulator.  The programming workflow to create such a delay 
tolerant overlay is not as streamlined as it is with the ns-3 network emulator where 
a programming environment to create both extensions and simulations for the ns-3 
network emulator is present. While the ns-2 network simulator is developed with 
focus on running network simulations. Still the features of the iNSpect 

Figure 3.2 iNSpect - Dynamic Routing Visualization  [8]
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visualization tool can be used as a base for development of new visualization tools 
in terms of visual aspects.     

3.3 Huginn

Huginn [21], is a another visualization tool for trace sources from ns-2 network 
simulations. It features a 3D-plane visualization of node mobility and data 
transmissions. In addition a flowchart editor and chart component making it 
possible to display statistical representation of metric values over time is present.

3.3.1 Background

Development of the visualization tool Huggin started early 2000s as visualization 
tool for trace sources from wireless ns-2 network simulations [21]. The motivation 
behind Huggin, was more or less the same as for the visualization tool iNSpect 
described in Section 3.2.That there were no visualization tools at the time that 
worked well with wireless network simulations. Since the Nam visualization tool 
described in Section 3.1 was mostly limited to wired network simulations, and 
lacks features in terms of visualization and analysis of wireless networks. The 
alternative visualization tool iNSpect was in its early development phase at the 
moment in time, and did not support features such as jump in time and required 
preprocessing of trace files [21]. The visualization tool Huggin features a 3D-plane 
visualization of trace sources from the wireless ns-2 network simulations. !  

Still the usage (adoption) of the visualization tool Huggin seem to be more limited 
compared to the visualization tool iNSpect. Some of the reasons for this could be 
i.e. the language barrier, since the language for the documentation of the 
visualization tool Huggin was in German, while the documentation for the 
visualization tool iNSpect is in English. It is also possible to argue that the features 
of the visualization tool Huggin are either less clear than in the visualization tool 
iNSpect of have been of less value for research and analysis of network 
simulations. Such a feature would be the visualization of links between nodes and 
data transmission. In the visualization tool iNSpect these are represented as a 
connectivity graph (link) between two nodes on a 2D-plane, while the direction of 
a data transmission is indicated by an arrow along the path of the link between two 
nodes. To distinguish between sender, forwarding and receiving nodes a set of 
colors and rules are established. The visualization tool Huggin on the other hand 
uses horizontal transmission cones in a 3D-plane to represent a connectivity 
between two nodes. These transmission cones are used to represent connectivity 
between sender and received nodes. Still it is less clear in the visualization tool 
Huggin to see a complete path that is used for a data transmission. It is also 
difficult to distinguish between the nodes that are transmitting,  forwarding and/or 
receiving data in the network compared to the visualization tool iNSpect.  

The development of the visualization tool Huggin seem to have been discontinued, 
since there is no information available at the homepage [10].  It is currently not 
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possible to tell which was the latest version released and when it was discontinued 
9.   

3.3.2 Overview and Main features

The visualization tool Huggin is developed to visualize trace sources from ns-2 
network simulations. 

The visualization tool Huggin features:

• Visualization of node mobility, links (connectivity graph)  and data transmission 
between nodes.

• A cartesian 3D-based coordinate system where the nodes are drawn on top. 
Nodes are drawn as cones along with their respective node id from the 
simulation.

• Node selection and the display of related node information.

• Playback control allowing the user pause/play the simulation and to jump in time 
in the simulation; additionally it also allows the user to slow down the simulation 
speed if wanted. 

• A flow chart editor that allows the user to specify the events and/or states to be 
taken into account for the visualization and generation of bar charts from the 
trace sources that are used as base for the visualization. It is also possible from 
the flowchart editor to limit the values that are used for input. The user can 
specify threshold values that will filter out unwanted values(noise) that are 
outside of range of the threshold values.  

• Configurable visualization options and colors either trough the flowchart editor 
and/or trough the configuration file for the visualization scene.   

The visualization tool Hugin is divided into three applications, a flowchart editor 
(FE), a evaluation engine (EE) and visualization engine (VE). 
The normal workflow to run a visualization trough the Huggin is to generate trace 
sources from a wireless ns-2 network simulation. When the traces sources are 
loaded into Huggin. The user will be presented with the flowchart editor, enabling 
the user to restrict the events and/or states that are to be taken into account as part 
of the visualization and the values to use as base for the charts. Next the trace 
sources will then be sent to the evaluation engine, which processes the values from 
the trace sources as specified from the configuration set in the flowchart editor. 
These resulting output values from the evaluation engine are then visualized by the 
visualization engine. Additional settings for the visualization can be set trough a 
visualization description file, which the visualization engine will take into account. 
The charts present in the visualization are visual representations of metric values 
measured over time. These metrics are packets sent, packets received or packets 
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dropped. It is also possible for the user to specify from the flowchart editor the 
display method for the metric values that are collected, wether they should be 
presented as a bar chart or a simple text label. In addition the aggregate and scale 
function for the metrics values can be specified. Such as average, sum or count for 
the aggregate values. And  linear, logarithmic or color map for the scale.      

Figure 3.3, is taken from the Huggin Paper [21]. Since there were no available 
source code and installation instructions to create and run the visualization tool 
Huggin. Each node from the network simulation are represented as vertical green 
cones with a numbered id on top of the cone in the figure. Every node has a unique 
color for the circle range (broadcast) and the horizontal transmission cones. The 
horizontal transmission cones represent connectivity between sending and 
receiving nodes. And at the outward end of the cone we see the id number of the 
node that they are connected to. Packet drops are illustrated as red diagonal down 
pointing arrows on top of the nodes. We can also see the small charts bars in blue 
which are related to data transmissions. 

3.3.3 Conclusion

While the visualization tool Huggin features a 3D-plane visualization of trace 
sources from wireless ns-2 network simulations. From a visual aspect Hugging 
seems to be a robust and full-featured visualization tool. Still it is possible that the 
visualization done in the 3D-plane such as the one present in Huggin can be more 
of a hindrance for inspection than a simple projection done over a 2D-plane such as 
the visualization done in iNSpect. From Figure 3.3, it is difficult to distinguish 
between sender, forwarding and receiving node. In additional to see a path that is 

Figure 3.3 Example of a 3D view generated by Huggin  [21]
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used transmission at all in the figure 3.3, compared to the figure 3.2 for the 
visualization tool iNSpect.

The visualization tool Huggin is also developed to visualize trace sources from 
wireless ns-2 network simulations. There network emulator ns-2 does not support 
for the routing protocol OLSR, which is the main routing protocol used in our 
network simulations. Additionally there is no built-in support for a delay tolerant 
overlay either.  Which has been developed for our network simulations done in the 
ns-3 network emulator for the DT-Stream project. 

3.4 NEMAN

Network emulator for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (NEMAN) [22], is a network 
emulator for Mobile ad-hoc networks used to research and analyze large scale 
wireless network. It also includes a visualization tool known as the NEMAN GUI. 
The visualization tool NEMAN GUI features visualization of node mobility, links 
between nodes, and data transmission.

3.4.1 Background

Development of NEMAN started early 2000s as a network emulator and a 
visualization tool to use for research and analysis of large scale wireless network as 
part of the Ad-hoc InfoWare project [23]. The motivation behind the development 
of the network emulator NEMAN was that the available emulator at that point in 
time such as the network emulator ns-2 and GloMoSim [23], were not sufficient 
when it came to simulation of wireless networks; especially the case of more 
complex wireless networks such as MANETs. Most of the current ongoing work in 
the available emulators at the time, was focused on the link layer and the network 
layer issues, but not the routing protocols themselves [22]. Which was an important 
aspect and a requirement in the development of the network emulator NEMAN. 
Other motivations included code portability meaning that the code developed for 
the network emulator should be almost ready for deployment when research and 
testing was done. Easy installment and a low learning curve for new users with no 
prior knowledge about the network emulator, since an area of interest for the 
network emulator was to be used in shorter master theses 10.

3.4.2 Overview and Main features

The visualization tool NEMAN GUI was developed to aid in the development of 
the network emulator NEMAN itself and the ongoing research and analysis of 
routing protocols. Such as the routing protocol OLSR which is used in the network 
simulations run in trough the network emulator NEMAN. The visualization tool 
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NEMAN GUI accepts two trace formats the nam based trace format and a extended 
trace format generated by the mkdist tool [24].  

The visualization tool NEMAN GUI features:

• Representation of information such as broadcast range circles and 
communication range circles.  

• Visualization of node movements and links between nodes. 

• Playback options which allows the user to play/pause the visualization-

• Customizable settings which are stored in a editable configuration file. These 
settings will also be used the next time the application starts if available. 

The normal workflow to run a visualization trough the visualization tool NEMAN 
GUI is to generate trace sources from using the mkdist tool or from a ns-2 network 
simulation. These traces can then be loaded into the NEMAN GUI where the user 
can be play a visualization of the network simulation. 

Figure 3.4, is a taken from a paper that analyses the user interface of the NEMAN 
GUI [24]. Since we did not manage to get up and running an older VirtualBox 
image that contained a ready to run distribution of the network emulator NEMAN 
and the visualization tool NEMAN GUI. In the figure we see the broadcast circle 
outlined in gray and the communication circle in white. While the links between 

Figure 3.4 NEMAN Interface GUI  1.0  [24]
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nodes are drawn in green. The network simulation advances in time, the position of 
the nodes are updated accordingly in the visual display.

3.4.3 Conclusion

Much work and effort has been put into the network emulator NEMAN an the 
visualization tool NEMAN GUI. Most of the features of the visualization tool 
NEMAN GUI have been developed accordingly to the requirements in terms of the 
related project. Still some features are missing such as the visualization of data 
transmissions for the packets sent, received or dropped at the nodes in the network 
simulations. Thee is also a chart component that allows to present valuable metrics 
such as data transmission over time or the bit-rate for the nodes present in the 
network simulation is not present either. 

With a ready distribution that included the network emulator NEMAN, and the 
visualization tool NEMAN GUI in previous experiments. The process to get the 
emulator and the visualization tool was a simple task 11. 

3.5 PyViz

The visualization tool PyViz [25] is a real time visualization tool for the network 
emulator ns-3.  The visualization tool PyViz features in terms of visual aspect, 
visualization of node mobility. links between nodes, and the visualization of data 
transmission. Other features includes a interactive shell and a snapshot utility.

3.5.1 Background

The visualization tool PyViz has been developed along the development of the ns-3 
network emulator, first as a separate plugin from the ns-3 emulator. Then from the 
release ns-3.10 and until the current release 12 of the network emulator ns-3. The 
visualization tool PyViz has been integrated as part of the mainline of the ns-3 code 
source. The visualization tool is mostly written in the scripting language Python, 
but still supports simulations that written in the native C++ language of the 
network simulator [25]. The first releases of the visualization tool PyViz where 
limited in terms of visual aspect. It was mostly limited to the visualization of links 
between nodes and data transmission. In addition the visualization of node mobility 
was missing [25]. The newer releases of the visualization tool PyViz is more 
complete in term of features. It features visualization of node mobility, a 
information window about node properties. Customizable options for the 
visualization in terms of user experience aspect such as zooming and playback 
speed. It features the ability to configure the data transmission that should be 
present. This can be configured trough the visualization tool allowing the user to 
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select wether it should show all transmissions or only those related to a select node. 
The motivation behind visualization tool PyViz has been completely community 
and user driven 13.  As it usual with network emulators a visualization tool is 
required to validate mobility models. To make sure the results from the network 
simulations match the research hypotheses and analysis .   

3.5.2 Overview and Main features

The visualization tool PyViz has been developed to visualize real time simulations 
directly from live network simulation done in ns-3. 

The visualization tool PyViz features:

• Visualization of node mobility and links between nodes.

• Visualization of data transmissions such as packet sent, received and dropped.

• Node information window with information about properties for a selected node 
in the simulation.

• Playback controls which allows the user to pause and start the simulation, and 
control the playback speed of the simulation.

• A interactive shell which allows the user to debug the state of running objects 
[25].

The normal workflow to run a visualization trough the visualization tool PyViz is 
to add an optional parameter from the startup command in the network emulator 
ns-3 for running a network simulation. When running a network simulation done in 
the programming language C++. While in the case of a Python scripted network 
simulation the user must explicitly import the PyViz module and start the visualizer 
trough the API available for the PyViz Python module. Subsequently when the 
network simulation starts and since visualization tool PyViz has been included as 
part of the visualization. The network simulation will not start until the user 
explicitly has signaled to start both the network simulation and the visualization of 
it directly trough the visualization tool that is now visible as a self contained 
application window. 

Figure 3.5, is a screenshot taken from a PyViz visualization of a live ns-3 
simulation. In the figure we can see the links between the nodes in green. The 
visualization of the data transmission and the direction of the data transmission 
indicated by an arrow along the link between the nodes. In addition to a 
information window about the properties of the currently selected node in the top 
left corner in the figure. This window is available when we mouse over the node. In 
the bottom of the figure we see the available options for the visualization tool such 
as zoom, and playback speed.  
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3.5.3 Conclusion

The visualization tool PyViz has matured a lot along with the development of the 
network emulator ns-3 emulator. However features are missing such as a chart 
component to present valuable metrics such as data transmission over time or the 
bit-rate for the nodes present in the network simulation. There are no playback 
controls present, and it is not possible for the user to jump in time to a specific time 
in the simulation, such a feature is critical and of  valuable importance for research 
and analysis of network simulations. 

The visualization tool PyViz is built to visualize trace sources from the network 
emulator ns-3, the same network emulator used for our network simulations.
It also supports the routing protocol OLSR. However there is no support for the 
information from the delay tolerant overlay used in our network simulations.
A known problem in terms of node mobility is present in the visualization tool 
where nodes that do not respect the bound of the mobility model will crash the 
application. Which is something that often happen in real networks scenarios and 
therefore it is a problem that should be solved for the visualization tool PyViz to be 
able to work with network simulations that are as close to real network scenarios as 
possible.     

Figure 3.5 Screenshot from a network simulation in PyViz
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3.6 Bienvisto

Bienvisto [1] is a visualization tool for trace sources from ns-3 network simulation. 
It features visualization of node mobility,  links between nodes, and data 
transmission. Thee is also a chart component that display statistical representation 
of metric values over time on a graph is present.

3.6.1 Background

The visualization tool Bienvisto has been developed as part of the DT-Stream 
project, to visualize trace sources from wireless ns-3 network simulations. The 
network simulations that are used for the trace sources are based on complex 
network with low node density such as Sparse MANETs. Currently the routing 
protocol OLSR present in the network emulator ns-3 is used for the routing and 
topology management in these network simulations. In addition a random way 
mobility model is used for the node mobility. These network simulation are used to 
research the usage of an adaptive delay tolerant overlay to make decisions about 
transmissions in the complex wireless network, wether a node should buffer 
information which will be transmitted at a later point. To analyze the performance 
of such a adaptive delay tolerant overlay and routing protocols for complex 
wireless networks such as the routing protocol OLSR. To see if it possible to enable 
video streaming over such complex wireless networks.
  The main reason behind the development of Bienvisto was that at the current 
moment there where no visualization tool that met the requirements for the DT-
Stream project. Most visualization tools at the moment where developed for the 
ns-2 network emulator, and therefore did not support routing protocols such as 
OLSR which is of importance and a subject of research in the project. The only 
prior visualization tool for trace sources from the network emulator ns-3 was which 
was very limited as described in [1]. It required also many additional external 
dependencies and configurations to make it run. The task of porting and enabling a 
existing visualization tool too meet the requirements set for the DT-Stream project 
would be a complex task and take too much time for a master thesis [1].  In 
addition to the fact that most existing visualization tools where coded to work with 
trace sources from ns-2 network simulations. While our network simulations are 
trace sources from ns-3 network simulations.      
Since the network simulations in the DT-Stream project where very specific, the 
visualization tool Bienvisto was developed as part of a master thesis [1] to see if it 
was possible to create a simple visualization tool for these network simulations. 
Another important motivation behind Bienvisto was to require minimum 
installment so that the user where not required to compile any source code at all for 
the visualization tool and that it should run on as many desktop platforms as 
possible, such as windows, linux or mac. Bienvisto is cross platform and is run 
trough an web browser [1]. 
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3.6.2 Overview and Main features

The visualization tool Bienvisto has been developed to read trace sources from 
wireless ns-3 network simulations. 

The visualization tool Bienvisto features:

• Visualization of node mobility and links between nodes.

• Visualization of node buffering and node transmissions such as packet sent, 
received and dropped.

• Bienvisto also features a chart component  which display representation of 
metrics over time such as packets forwarded, dropped, packets in buffer, and the 
network bit-rate 14 on a graph. 

• And playback control which allows the user to pause/stop the visualization and to 
jump in time.

The normal workflow when using the visualization tool Bienvisto, is to generate 
trace sources from a wireless ns-3 network simulation. To generate those traces 
sources a C++ trace helper utility has been developed that can be used from the 
ns-3 wireless simulation program.  These trace sources are outputted to a trace 
output file, which can then be loaded into Bienvisto. After the trace sources have 
loaded into Bienvisto a visualization of the network simulation can be played.   

Figure 3.6, is taken from a Bienvisto visualization of a wireless ns-3 network 
simulation.  The nodes in the network simulation are presented as a dark gray circle 
in the visualization.  We can also see the links between the nodes and the 
visualization of the data transmission for the nodes in the figure. The visualization 
of the data transmission, meaning the packet transmission for the nodes is 
visualized as additional circles drawn around each node and the size of each new 
circle depends on the amount of packets that are currently being sent, received or 
dropped at the current point in time of the network simulation. A yellow colored 
circle is used when the node is transmitting (sending) a packet, a green circle when 
the packet has arrived at the destination node, and a light brown circle for the rest 
of the packets received (forwarded). In the figure we also see the chart component 
window where representation metric values for packets forwarded, transmission 
bit-rate and packets in buffer are presented as graphs. 
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3.6.3 Conclusion

The visualization tool Bienvisto is a visualization tool with ease of use and requires 
zero compilation. It meets standard requirements for a visualization tool such as 
node mobility, links between nodes and visualization of data transmission. And a 
playback control that allows the user to pause/play and jump in time in the 
visualization of the network simulation. However Bienvisto lacks of the ability to 
distinguish between individual nodes, and inspect their properties and related 
metrics. In addition there are no statistics and related metrics from the video stream  
that is transmitted over the network. These are relevant aspects for the DT-Stream 
project and analysis of the the network simulations.  

The visualization tool Bienvisto uses a custom trace format and does not support 
any existing trace formats such as the available packet level traces source which 
are available from ns-3 network simulation 15. However such traces source often do 
not provide sufficient information needed to present the mobility of the nodes, and 
the routes between the nodes. This information are often specific to the routing 
protocol and mobility model used in the network simulation. It is also possible by 
using the information available from the routing protocol used in the network 
simulation to traverse the list of routes available for all the nodes present in the 
network to create a global topology of the network. The OLSR protocol is   
currently the only support routing protocol in Bienvisto. Extending Bienvisto to 
support other routing protocols and to propose a standard tracing format for 

Figure 3.6 Screenshot from a network simulation in Bienvisto
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complex wireless network such as those used in the simulation used for the DT-
Stream project is a project on its own. 
  

In Chapter 4 - Design, we analyze our own requirements for extending the 
visualization tool Bienvisto and the motivation behind these. These extensions will 
make Bienvisto a more complete visualization tool in terms of visual aspects, 
performance aspects and user experience. 

3.7 Summary and feature comparison

There have been many visualization tool that could be used as material for related 
work. The related work presented in this Chapter are those seen as relevant for this 
project. These are almost the same as those specified previously for the first version 
and development of the visualization tool Bienvisto [1]. Most of existing 
visualization tools have been developed for trace sources from ns-2 network 
simulation. The network emulator ns-2 has for some time been seen as the standard 
public domain network emulator for wired and wireless network simulation. But 
due to lack in support of wireless network simulations and wireless mobility 
models, a new separate network emulator ns-3 seem to have succeeded ns-2 as the 
standard network emulator. Thus,  new visualization tools have emerged, including 
PyViz, NetAnim [26] and NetExplorer [27].  These last two visualization tools 
have not been included in this chapter. NetAnim is a very limited and static 
visualization tool and complex to use, it uses a xml based trace format. 
NetExplorer is still very limited in terms of features and relatively new. Is a 
visualization tool developed for the purpose of visualizing network simulations that 
use the external Unicast Mpls routing protocol for NS-3 16. 

We can argue that some of the minimum requirements that a visualization tool must 
feature are:

- Node mobility visualization
- Node properties
- Simple identification of nodes in the visualization, such as labeling the nodes with 

number. 
- Visualization of connectivity graphs, links between nodes 
- Visualization of transmissions
- Playback control and jump in time
- Statistical representation of values over time, such as transmission and bit-rate. 

This can be individually per node. Or as a sum of all the values for all the nodes 
in the network.

The table from Figure 4.7, illustrates a comparison of features such as those 
outlined above. As we can see the most complete visualization tool in terms of 
minimum requirements are iNSpect and PyViz. Bienvisto is missing essential 
information related to node properties and a simple way to identify nodes in the 
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visualization. Other tools such as the NAM visualization tool does not suit well for 
visualization of wireless network simulation 17.  In the next Chapter 4 - Design, we 
describe requirements for extending the visualization tool Bienvisto that will 
improve Bienvisto in terms of visual aspects, performance aspects and user 
experience.     
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Chapter 4

Design
This chapter explains the design of the Broad Visualization Tool.  It is an 
implementation based on the Bienvisto Visualization Tool. The motivation behind 
Broad is to resolve limitations in features missing from Bienvisto. Bienvisto primarily 
visualizes the nodes present in a network simulation, routes and network transmission 
between them. The goals of the visualization tool Broad are to additionally:

1. Better visualize routes between nodes both from a global and a local node 
perspective, which in Bienvisto was not resolved properly.

2. An overview about node properties and metrics, including the identifier of the 
node in the topology so that it is possible to distinguish between the nodes present 
in the network.

3. Statistics and metrics measured from the video stream transmitted over the 
network.

4. Overview over the global topology versus the local topology present in nodes 
when using the OLSR-protocol.

The reason to why Broad was implemented, and not extending Bienvisto. Is that the 
architecture of Bienvisto did not meet the (requirements) needed to implement our 
required features.  New trace sources were added and with it followed an increase in 
the size of the trace output and a decrease in the overall performance of the 
application. Many of our features required expensive calculations and there was a need 
to have a clear separation between the model and the view. In a manner such that the 
visual aspects and performance aspects could be handled separately. This made us re-
design Bienvisto in our new visualization tool called Broad       
 
First we outline our requirements in terms of visual aspects, performance aspects and 
user experience. We explain the architecture of Bienvisto and then go through the 
design/architecture of Broad. Finally, we describe the design and implementation of 
each of our extensions implemented in Broad. 
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4.1 Requirements

The amount of data generated for trace sources from network simulation of dynamics 
networks are often large in size, due to the events and information present in the 
network simulation. It will also grows in size with the length of the network 
simulation and the node count. The traditional way to analyze trace sources from 
network simulations is to use scripts that parses such trace sources to generate 
simulation output, and calculate metrics such as network bit-rate and average for data 
transmissions. Still such output only gives a limited view and insight to what is going 
on in these network(s). Since most network simulations are often simulations of 
complex network(s) such as MANETs, where it is difficult to capture all the events in 
the network, and the correlation that exists between such events and the nodes in the 
network. Such events include data transmissions, periodic update node routing tables, 
node movement, and partitioning of the network due to the mobility of the nodes and/
or obstacles present in the network. The use of visualization tools to aid in research 
and analyzing of network simulations has been a practice that have been used for a 
while. Which take into the account the fact that humans are able to consume large 
amounts of information when presented visually, in contrast to when analyzing the 
same information manually. With a visualization tool researchers are able to perceive 
the patterns in the network, and the relations between events and the nodes present in 
the network. Through the visual medium that the visualization of the network 
simulation is. This information allows researchers to develop, test and validate new 
protocols and extensions that are developed for complex network such as MANETs.

A visualization tool must support a minimum set of standard features and requirements 
if it is to be characterized as a visualization tool of value that can aid in the research 
and analysis of network simulations. Such features are visualization of node mobility, 
links between nodes, and data transmissions between nodes. It should also support an 
user interactive play/pause button that allows the user that allows the user to pause 
and/or (re)start the visualization, like the playback controls that we find in most video 
players these days. If possible also the ability to jump in time trough the visualization 
of the network simulation trough the same playback controls. A statistics component 
that present or display statistical representation of metric values over time. Other 
features include routing analysis which are (usually) routing protocol dependent.   

The requirements outlined below are extensions to the Bienvisto application, that will 
make the application more complete in terms of new required features such as 
visualization, performance and user experience. Some of these requirements are based 
on feedback on existing features that are incomplete or missing. Some of them are 
based on the improvements for future work outlined in the master thesis for the 
Bienvisto application. From the features comparison table available in Chapter 3 - we 
can see that minimum features such as a identification of the nodes in the visualization 
and information about properties for a specific node are missing and should also be 
available from the visualization tool Bienvisto. Other features that are of value for the 
research and analysis done in the DT-Stream project are information about video 
sequences that are sent across the network, and the local routing table information 
available at each node throughout the course of the network simulation. Additional 
extensions to the chart system that present metrics from the video sequences sent 
across the network over time on a graph.  
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4.1.1 Visualization Aspects 

The visual aspects of a visualization tool is the representation of the processed data 
from the traces sources either present visually trough graphical animation and/or as a 
formatted text. The visual output enables the user to see the actual nodes in a network 
simulation and the interaction between the these nodes over time. Examples include as 
packet transmissions, routes between nodes, and other properties that can be animated. 
Formatted text either represent properties about element in the network such as from 
the nodes, or they can be numerical values that may represent a single sampled value 
in a point of the simulation, and/or as a set of values sampled over of a period of time. 
Such information can contribute to information such as properties about the nodes like 
the role of the node their ip-address. Other values may represent metrics packet 
transmissions rates and general network statistics. In the following sections we refer to 
the visual view as to where presentation of the node in the network and the related 
route and packet transmission is draw onto. The following sub-sections outline the 
required visual aspects for our extensions:

Node information window

There is a need to know properties about nodes present in the system. Without 
information such as the designated role, IP-address and/or MAC-address. Currently no 
such information was available in the Bienvisto implementation, nodes where 
graphically rendered onto the screen. The routes and Packet transmission, between 
nodes where animated but there was no way of telling which node was which. Since 
there was no information window available with such information, and there were no 
assigned identifier to a node to help differentiate between them.  

Thus we require a node information window that shows the state of the node over time 
throughout the network simulation. That can tell us about the properties of the node 
such as designate role, IP-address and/or MAC-address and the numerical assigned 
identifier to a node in the network simulation. Other properties such as the current 
position, direction and velocity that a node is moving with are also of interest. 
Additional metrics about packet transmission gives us an insight into wether there has 
been or there currently is ongoing network activity at the selected node.      

Video Sequences

For the application of DT-Stream, information related to video sequences must be 
present. There is a need to locate the video sequences that are sent across the network 
and the completeness of the video stream that is being transmitted through the network 
in the network simulation. Video sequences that are transmitted do not always arrive 
in the order that they are sent at the destination, gaps may occur such that there may 
not be enough video sequences to playback a video stream correctly and orderly. This 
is a central part to help evaluating the performance of video streaming over these 
complex networks. 

Thus we require a video sequences information/monitor window that shows the state 
of the video sequences transmitted through the network and associated metrics over 
the elapsed course of the network simulation.  
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Routing Table 

The routing table entries from the nodes need to be listed out and rendered onto the 
visualization view correctly. The Bienvisto visualization tool does not take into 
account the distance e.g. the number of hops to destination, and draws a path only to 
the next hop available. One of the difficulties that arises with finding the path to a 
destination using the local OLSR1 routing table entries for a node, is that the they do 
not contain the whole path to the destination. They only tell which next hop address 
(node) that the route to destination goes through, and the distance to the destination 
seen as the total number of hops to the destination. 

As an example, consider a node with the address 10.0.0.2 which has a set of table 
entries for routes,  with the destination address, next hop address and number of hops 
set to the following values:

Dest. Next Dist.

10.0.0.5 10.0.0.13 4

10.0.0.8 10.0.0.13 2

10.0.0.6 -1 1

The first table entry tells us that 10.0.0.5 is the destination address of the route, and 
10.0.0.13 is the first next hop address which the route goes through. And there is a 
total of four of hops to the destination address. We now know that the 10.0.0.13 is a 
node that is one hop from the node 10.0.0.2, and that there still is three hops to the 
destination node 10.0.0.5 from the node 10.0.0.13, since a total of 4 hops - 1 
hop = 3 hops.

From the third table entry we can see that the destination is set to 10.0.0.6, and there 
is no next hop address since it set to -1, and that there is only one hop. This indicates 
that the destination destination node is a direct neighbour node to the node with the 
address 10.0.0.2. 

For a two-hop route table entry like the one in the example above, Bienvisto would 
only draw a route from between the node 10.0.0.2 and the next hop address 
10.0.0.9, even when we know the complete route. While for the one hop table entry 
it would not draw a path at all since it does not take into account the distance, and 
regards the table entry as invalid. For more complex table entries where we have more 
than two hops like in the example above it does the same as for the two-hop entry and 
will draw route between the node 10.0.0.2 and the next hop address 10.0.0.13. 

Thus we require to draw routes to the visualization view correctly and to differentiate 
between one-hop, two-hop routes and routes that have more than two-hop's. For routes 
that have more than two hop-routes we need to do a path search to the destination 

Table 4.1 Routing table entries
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node.  This can be done using the information from all the table routes and traversing 
the local table entries routes on each next hop address node until we reach the 
destination node as long as there is a route to the destination on the next-hop address 
node.

Routes List

Even if all the route where draw on to the visualizer view correctly it would be 
difficult to distinguish between them since routes may intersect and be shared between 
nodes. 

Thus we require that the routing table entries for each node be listed in a simplified 
manner, e.g. in a table that lists the destination node, next-hop address, hop count and 
the complete path to the route. Such a list gives the user a more clear overview of the 
routes at each node the network.  

Topology information window

Topology can be seen as the arrangement of interconnections between the nodes in the 
network 2. Adjacency matrix is a means of representing which vertices (or nodes) of a 
graph are adjacent to which other vertices 3.  To have the topology of the network 
available as a adjacency matrix table, will enable the user to see the actual edges that 
exist between nodes in a simplified manner over time in the network simulation. This 
can be done by building up a graph of edges from all the 1-hop routes that exist 
between the nodes in network from the routing table entries at each node. The 
resulting adjacency matrix is computed from this graph.The same approach can be 
applied on the topology tuples available from the local topology at each node when 
running the routing protocol OLSR. Since these topology tuples contains information 
about 1-hop routes that it knows about. Still adding information from the local 
topology will increase the file size of the trace output considerably. The difference 
between these two approaches is that the first is the global topology for the whole 
network based on the routing tables. While the second approach is the local topology 
available at each node. 

We also require to have the ability to do a path search if such a path exists for a source 
to a destination node on the resulting adjacency matrix. Such a path finding algorithm 
such as Dijkstra 4, which will compute the shortest path possible from the edges of the 
graph.
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Chart System Extensions

Additional charts that represent the average metrics over time for video sequences is 
of value for the performance study. Since they can give us an picture of how much 
video sequences are being transmitted and buffered in the network over time. Such 
metrics also gives us an estimate of the performance of the transmission of video 
sequences varies over time. 

Another extension to the charts is the ability to compare two individual nodes or a set 
of nodes to the same metric representation. This allows the user to refine information 
to a set of specific nodes in comparison to each other, which could be valuable for 
study and analysis to a specific scenario that is being researched. 
 

4.1.2 Performance aspects

Performance is important to visualization tools, since they often require expensive 
calculations to have the metrics needed to draw and/or animate events that occur in a 
network simulation. 

The same applies to data that are presented either as charts or in a textual manner as 
simple they may appear some metrics require complex calculations.

If too much time is spent on the calculations, it may interfere with the overall 
application frame rate speed (fps). When a low frame rate happens the playback of the 
network simulation will seems to jitter (as if it were skipping frames like in a movie 
playback). In the worst case the application will stall, when this happens the playback 
of the network simulation will seem as it pauses, and there may not be possible to 
interact at all with the application. This is counterproductive and must be avoided at 
all costs, certain measure must be taken into account to try to achieve the best overall 
application frame rate speed possible.

Buffering

Bienvisto allows to the user to start the playback of the simulation immediately after 
the trace output file has started loading. Still the ability to jump in time or to use the 
charts system which plays a central part of Bienvisto, will not work until the trace 
output has been processed completely. The larger the size of the trace output file the 
more time is used on processing the trace output, and the longer the user has to wait to 
be able to use these features.

To have the ability to load trace output files on the fly without having the user wait for 
all the data to loaded completely to interact with the charts system or to jump to a 
point in time in the network simulation is essential. Still the amount of data handled by 
the visualization tool will increase exponentially with the duration of the simulation 
and the node count. Thus the visualization tool must be able to process such trace 
output in an efficient manner that does not interfere with the visual playback of the 
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simulation. The visualization tool must also be able to buffer the visual playback of 
the simulation if the user tries to jump to a point in time which yet has not been 
processed. Then update the visual playback and other components such as the charts 
accordingly when the processing of the trace output catches up to the point in time the 
user requested.

Calculations

Some of the features will use iterative calculations over a set of samples, such as the 
calculations done for the values that are used to be represent metrics for the nodes. 
The longer into playback of a network simulation, the larger is the number of 
iterations needed to perform a calculation which is not optimal, since it will need to 
sample a larger set of values. 

Reducing the amount of time used on calculations is an important performance aspect 
to a Visualization tool such that it does not render the user experience useless.  

4.1.3 Implementation aspects

The implementation aspects of an application are of importance for the extensibility of 
the application itself. When deciding a design pattern for the architecture of a 
application, we are setting the guidelines for for how features and aspects of an 
application are to be programmed. These decisions are key in the complexity that is 
required to add new features, and may also limit an application in term of features that 
can be added.  

Application Framework Architecture

The Model View Controller (MVC), is a pattern where the model represents the object 
and data which is managed in the application, while the view represents the user 
interface and the presentation of such objects. While the controller provides 
management of the model and the coupling between these elements. 

Bienvisto implements this pattern to a certain degree but in a rather monolithic 
manner. The different trace source elements that are being processed are always 
expected to be present in the visual view where the different elements such as the 
nodes and routing are draw, and as part of the charts system. Trace source elements 
that are added must subclass an element base class, and a related node base subclass 
for the given trace source element not related to other trace source elements. E.g. the 
MAC transmissions have their own transmissions element base subclass that is added 
to the visual view, and a related node base subclass that is also added to the visual 
view, and manages the MAC transmissions sent from a node processes from the trace 
source. The same pattern is used for the MAC Receptions, even when the trace source 
being processed are for the same node represented in the network simulation we have 
two different node element base sub classes that do not relate to each other. To handle 
the node uniqueness a special Topology element base subclass is passed around trace 
source elements and in the system. The same class is also an exception to the rule 
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since the system only excludes this base element class from the charts system. The 
following problems arises:

1. Without the special Topology base class to solve node uniqueness, the system falls 
apart.

2. There is no clear separation between the model and the view. Trace source that are 
processed are aggregated and bound to the related node base subclass for that trace 
source element. Making it difficult to collect and pass the data aggregated for that 
trace source around in the system and perform metrics calculations on the different 
trace source. Such as calculating the average time it takes for a Packet to arrive at 
its destination.

3. There is no easy way to exclude a trace source element even when it is not needed 
to be added to the charts system. Such trace sources could be properties about the 
node and the network, such trace source do not need to be part of the chart system.  

We require a better separation of the model and the view, to be able to meet the 
requirements needed for the features that we will implement. Such as the video 
sequences sent around in the network simulation, they are only represented as metrics 
in a window and added as extensions to the chart system. We also have four different 
trace sources for the video sequences transmitted in the network simulation:

1. Sent from a node.

2. Inserted at a node as part of the buffer

3. Forwarded from a node.

4. Received at a node

We perform different metrics calculations to find the average 
speed at which the video sequences are received at the destination node, along with 
finding how many to sequence are part of the current buffer at a node. To do so we 
must be able to easily manage the trace sources samples aggregated independently 
from a node and the view, and at the same time be able to relate them to a specific 
node. 

We also need to be able to specify which trace source will be added as part of the 
charts system, since trace sources such as  properties of the node are not needed as part 
of charts. 
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Desktop Application

The application target system of Bienvisto is to run it in an Web browser. Even as 
popular it has become to web applications or run applications through the web 
browser, still the ability to run these same web application as desktop application is 
still the preferred way of many users. Which have led to the development for 
technologies such as Mozilla Prism 5 or Fluid 6 to embed web applications as single 
applications.

To have a visualization tool that runs as a standalone desktop application is a feature 
that most of the users of Bienvisto would like to see. An advantage of running as a self 
contained desktop application is that it runs in it is own user space and does not share 
user space and/or memory as when running in a web browser, where it often would 
interfere or be affected by other web pages or processes that are running in the same 
web browser 7. 

Real time monitoring

Bienvisto does not feature a way to load trace output directly from a live running 
simulation. To have such a ability to monitor a network simulation from trace output 
directly through an unix pipeline or other similar native pipeline or stream. Reduces 
the time spent on loading trace sources into the visualization tool.
Such a feature is not a minor task and directly dependent that the visualization tool is 
able to do the following: 
 
5. Connect to the native standard input/output system of the host MAChine. Via a 

library such as the Native Process API 8. 

6. Be able to buffer and parse the contents from the live trace output efficiently 
enough without disrupting the visual playback of the network simulation. 

7. Support variable playback, since in real time visualization the data to load is not 
complete until the simulation has run it is course (finished).
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4.1.4 User Experience

The user experience can be seen as the overall interaction of the user with the 
application such as the visualization tool. It is easier for an user to understand and 
interact with an application, if the application features behaviour(s) that the user are 
used to from existing application, and does not feature an new user interaction process 
that the user must learn. 

The user interface of the application, and where visual components and elements are 
placed around in the application are of importance. If a component or visual element is 
not correctly placed or take to much space it may confuse and/or distract the user from 
the actual objective that the application is trying to achieve. However the same happen 
the other way around the user may miss a key feature of the application, if a 
component or visual element is not easy accessible. 

User interaction

Bienvisto features the ability to drag the visual view, since what the users sees in the 
view will not always be the complete overview of the elements in the network 
simulation. Still to do so one must one must hold the COMMAND key at the keyboard 
while dragging. There is no documentation on this and at the same time the aim of 
Bienvisto is to be as simple as possible and have no user manual. Having the ability to 
drag the visual view without any special key combination at the keyboard will help the 
user interaction, and be more intuitive since most users are used to do such an 
interaction, like with visual map applications such as Google Maps.  

As stated above one will not always be able to see the whole overview of all the 
elements in the network simulation, since what is draw at the visual view may be 
larger than the size of what is possible to display in the visualization tool. Having the 
ability to drag the visual view around helps, but still it is difficult to locate where all 
the elements are in the network without being able to see them and dragging around 
may take some time, and more the larger the size of the network simulation is. To have 
the ability to pan to nodes that are outside of the actual view is helpful, pan to is a 
feature used in Google Maps where the map will automatically move to a desired 
point in the map.  This can be done by creating a clickable mini map that will draw a 
displaced view of the nodes nodes present in the network.

User Interface

The user interface are the visual elements that are present in an application, and may 
or not interact with. Some adjustments to the user interface may help the users 
understand the features of the visualization tool faster and more intuitive to use. Such 
adjustments are:

• Node id, should be present on the screen. This allows us to differentiate between the 
nodes at all times.

• Node coordinates, should be present on the screen. This tells us the exact location of 
a node in the network, and can be used more easily track the movement of the 
nodes.
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• Fullscreen mode. Allowing the application to use a larger area on the screen, and 
focus on the playback of the simulation. This is also useful for situations where it 
would be desirable to demonstrate a playback of a simulation e.g.,  in a presentation.

• Components information, even as simple the visualization tool may be. It would be 
practical to have a information window that explains the different components and 
features present in the application.

4.1.5 Summarized Overview

Table 4.2 summarizes the list of requirements for the Broad visualization tool. For it to 
be a visualization tool of help in the research of complex networks.

Name
(Component)

Goal Motivation

Node Information - 
Window

Show node properties and 
related metrics.

To get the properties and/or 
metrics related to a node in the 
network. And find out the role the 
node plays in the network.

Video Sequences Show information related to 
video sequences sent across 
the network.

Evaluate the performance of video 
streaming.

Routes Table Show routing table(s). Draw 
complete routes/paths between 
nodes.

Facilitate overview over available 
routes/paths. Make it possible to 
filter out complete routes/paths by 
local node.

Routes list Show a list of current routes 
table entries

Facilitate a simple overview of 
routes table entries

Topology 
information - 
Window

Show the current topology 
information over time

Facilitate adjacency matrix from 
the topology information and 
perform search on them.

Chart graph 
extensions

Add charts for video 
sequences. 

To visualize the video sequences 
over time. 

Chart refinement Allow to select which nodes to 
use as a base for the metrics 
used in the charts

Allows refinement of charts and 
can help in the study and analysis 
of specific scenarios

Performance Buffer trace sources Reduce the time spent on loading 
trace sources and facilitate faster 
playback and interaction of the 
network simulation
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Name
(Component)

Goal Motivation

Desktop Application Run Bienvisto as a standalone 
desktop application.

To have a self contained desktop 
application, that runs in it is own 
user space. 

Real time 
monitoring

Enable Bienvisto to Visualize 
network simulation in real 
time.

Reduce the time spent on loading 
trace files into Bienvisto and 
facilitate real time visualization of 
network simulations.

4.2  Architecture

The following section discusses the architecture of the visualization tools Bienvisto 
and Broad. The development started with extending Bienvisto with the new features 
that we required. Under the development we found that the current architecture of 
Bienvisto did not our requirements. For this reason the underlying architecture was re-
implemented. However we kept the visual appearance of Bienvisto, such as how the 
nodes, the routes and the network transmission between the nodes where draw onto 
the visual view. How the "Charts System" presented the charts was also kept, but the 
underlying structure for the data providers used for the content presented in the charts 
has also been changed.    

Both the Bienvisto and Broad Visualization Tools are developed on top of the Adobe 
Flex Framework using the programming language ActionScript 3 (AS3) 9 and MXML 
10, which are built for Internet Applications (RIA) 11, and graphics rendering in mind 
especially 2D graphics. Bienvisto was built mainly as an application targeted to be run 
in a web browser that has the flash player plugin installed. The Visualization tool 
Broad can also be run in a web browser like Bienvisto, but is targeted to be used as a 
standalone desktop application that runs on top of the AIR 12 framework.

Before we present the architecture of the visualization tool Broad, we outline the 
architecture for Bienvisto.

Table 4.2 Summarized over requirements for Broad
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4.2.1 Bienvisto

The Bienvisto application is composed by a core package, a Visualization application 
and a UI package.  The Visualization application is responsible for parsing the trace 
files and loading the data into application, so it can be represented visually. It also 
shares other responsibilities like the handling of the UI components, notifying about 
the time control when playing a simulation. 

The core is composed by the following components:

Buffer: used to handle and represent the buffer changes in the simulation and display 
them visually. 

Drops: used to handle and represent packet drops in the simulation and display them 
visually.

Receptions: used to handle and represent transmission performed by the nodes in the 
simulation and display them visually, by annotating circles with distinct colors for the 
different types of reception.

8. Transmissions: used to handle and represent the network traffic flow and display 
them visually. It does so by annotating blue colored arrows from where the data 
source is coming from and which node it being forwarded (transported) through.

9. Routing: used to represent the routing information,  and draw the routes between 
the nodes throughout the simulation.

10. Topology:  used to represent and display topology of the simulation. This is a 
special component that is indispensable. Since it holds information that is required 
to correctly visualize and position the nodes present in the simulation. Also the 
component is a global known component referenced by the other components.

The current Bienvisto application uses a Publish/Subscribe pattern to update the data 
being represented in the visualization and the related metrics. Such a pattern requires a 
event system, such a system event system already exists in the the programming 
language ActionScript 3 (AS3).  The events that are used in the current Bienvisto 
application are the following:

1. Trace loaded event: All the components register the trace source (subject) that they 
are interested in. When a new trace item has been loaded all the components 
which have registered this trace source as their subject of interest will be notified 
along with trace item parsed. The component which is notified will add the item if 
needed to the collection of data it manages and update the related metrics for the 
trace item.

2. Time event:  All the components listen to this event, this event tells the component 
to update the visual representations and other related metrics that are draw to the 
screen.
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The design of the core of the first implementation Bienvisto is depicted in figure 4.2. 
As we see from the figure we have a core that uses the set of components here called 
elements this are the same component we already described at the start of this section 
13. 

4.2.2 Broad

During early testing of our rough models of the features we were after, we were faced 
with some challenges. We found several issues in the underlying architecture of 
Bienvisto and how it expected new trace sources to be implemented, as we explain in 
the Section 4.1.3. These issues forced us re-evaluate the underlying architecture of 
Bienvisto, some of the main reasons where that:

1. Without the special Topology class to solve node uniqueness and relation between 
source, the system would fall apart.

2. There was no clear separation of  the model and the view, when it came to the 
trace source elements that were processed.

3. One could not exclude the elements that should be added as part of the charts 
system.

Most of the features we were implementing needed to measure the data aggregated for 
trace source, such as calculating the average time it takes for a Packet or a video 
sequence to arrive at its destination and/or the average packet transmission rate at a 

Figure 4.1 Relation between the Core and Elements [1]
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node in the network. Trace output from the video sequences were added as four new 
trace sources, 1) sent, 2) inserted, 3) forwarded and 4) received. These source did not 
render anything on the visual view, but we represent them as numerical metric values 
on a visual window component and added as extensions to charts system.  Since there 
were no clear separation between the model and the view, it was difficult collect the 
aggregated data from the trace source in a simple matter to perform the calculations 
for the metrics that we required.  The same reason made it difficult to create the the 
adjacency matrix for the global topology since it requires that we traverse all the 
routing table entries for every node. We also added trace sources for properties related 
to a node and information about the perimeter of the mobility area, these did need to 
be added as part of the charts system but there was no way to exclude them. 

There was also a need to have a more abstract separation between the model and the 
view. By having a clear separation of the model from the view, we can pass the objects 
between the different layers of the application.  Develop and test of the different parts 
of the application more independently from each other. The several stages of the life 
cycle of the application are also now clearer, which can be identified as 1) processing 
of trace sources 2) and aggregation of data from the trace sourced. 3) Simulation life 
cycle, 4) and the presentation of the data. 

The Bienvisto Application Framework was re-implemented as the Broad Application 
Framework. Mainly the functionality that is changed can be described as follows:

1. Separating all the rendering of the data into a view layer where we have view 
components that will be added to the visual view. In addition to a node view which 
in turn can have node drawing managers that manages layout positions, rendering 
of route links, MAC transmissions, MAC receptions and MAC drops.

2. We now have a node container element and node element, instead of having a 
global topology element to resolve the association between the trace sources and 
nodes. We take some of the ideas from ns-3, but instead of adding nodes to this 
container. The container is a basic pooling manager that will create a new node 
instance given a node identifier if it has not already been created and return the 
same node instance to all elements that try to access the same node. 

3. We also have a core simulation object that represents the trans course of the 
simulation such as in ns-3, but in addition we have simulation objects that are 
added and managed by the simulation object.

4. Like in Bienvisto we have trace sources that are handled by a trace source parser 
which tell the different trace source element when a new trace source event has 
been added for the trace source element that registered the trace source event type 
as its interest. But they are meant to only act as containers that process and create 
related data objects for the sources they are interested in and aggregate them in a 
special aggregate collection class. These trace source containers are in instead 
passed around to the view components and node drawing managers that need to 
access the data aggregated by these containers to draw events from the simulation 
to the visual view and/or present the data as charts, tables or numerical values that 
sample a single value or a set of values at a certain point in time of the simulation.
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Figure 4.2 illustrates a simplified overview of the Broad Application Framework 
Architecture. 

 

We have added a new controller class called  `BroadController` where all the 
application logic is set up. The process can be explained as the following:

1. The simulation class and simulation objects are initialized in the setup method. All 
the simulation objects have to implement an interface that declares them as such a 
simulation object, to be added as part of the simulation. 
  The current simulation objects that we have added in the current implementation 
are also sub classes of trace source class, but new trace sources added are not 
required to be simulation objects. However the simulation class tells the 
simulation objects when a new network simulation has been loaded and will start 
to be processed, if a previous simulation exists the simulation will be asked to 
reset and at this stage the simulation objects are able to clear contents that they 
may have stored for the previous simulation. For the same reason our current trace 
source objects are also simulation objects, allowing us to easily clear the content 
from these trace source objects, where we to store data and cache pre-computed 
values for the current running simulation. 
  The simulation class is also a trace source sub class that processes the duration of 
a new simulation, this is also an indication to when a new trace output is loaded 
since the first line in trace output will be the duration of the simulation.

Figure 4.2 Simple overview of the Broad Application Framework Architecture.
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2. The Trace source parser is set and all the trace source sub classes are added to 
trace source parser. The following sources are added 

- Simulation: processes the duration of the simulation

- Mobility: processes the course change of a node

- Mobility Area: processes the perimeter of the network simulation

- NodeContainer: processes the properties of a node

- Transmissions: processes the MAC transmission sent from a node

- Receptions: processes the MAC receptions received at a node

- Drops: processes the MAC drops at a node

- Buffers: processes the buffer size at a node

- Routing: processes the routing table entries at a node

- Topology: processes the local topology tuples set at a node

- Sequences sent: processes the video sequences sent from a node

- Sequences inserted: processes the video sequences inserted in the buffer of a node

- Sequences forwarded: processes the video sequences forwarded from a node 

- Sequences recv: processes the video sequences received at a node

3. The views are set up and added to the visualizer view. The following elements are 
added: 

- Node view that represent the nodes in the network and its drawing managers that 
are responsible for the layout and positioning of the nodes, and draw the routes 
between the nodes and the network transmission animation. 

- Grid view responsible for the drawing the grid

- Mini map view that represents a displaced view of the nodes in the network

- Perimeter view of the mobility area of the simulation

- Loader view that is displayed when the user tries to jump to a point in time that 
yes has not been loaded.

4. The data providers for the chart system is set which are: 1) buffers,  2) drops, 3) 
receptions, 4) transmissions, 5) sequences sent, 6) sequences inserted, 7) 
sequences forwarded 8) and sequences received.  
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5. The application window and UI components are set up, the required events 
listeners for events from the buttons, reader and simulation class are bound, which 
are needed to start loading and playing an simulation playback. The trace sources 
are appended to the windows that need them to display related metrics and display 
the processed data, such as the node windows, topology windows and the 
sequences window. All the data providers are added to the charts system as 
aggregates that can be rendered as graphs over time.  

4.2.3 Application Workflow

The current application workflow is as follows:

1. The user selects to load a file with trace sources from the network simulation.

2. Simulation is started by pressing the play button, and simulation is rendered on the 
screen. 

3. The user is able to interact with the application by using the charts system, the 
topology windows, sequences window or by selecting a node to inspect its 
properties.

In the behind the application starts loading the trace sources file reading it the trace 
source parser is notified when a new line has been processed from the trace output by 
the reader, and the then forwards the processed line to the subscriber(s) that  have 
notified interest in the given trace source event. The Simulation object then updates 
the elapsed time and notifies each simulation object that the elapsed time has changed 
and dispatches a `TimedEvent` that the main controller is listening on and which 
updates the related visualizer view and UI components with the new simulation time. 
The visualization view in turn will have the new updated simulation time set by the 
main controller and on every frame update, it will call update on its view components, 
the view components and drawing managers will then draw to the screen the resulting 
events from the simulation accordingly to the point in time of the simulation such as 
the position of the node, network transmissions, route between nodes, charts, metrics 
and other visual representations that varies throughout the simulation.  Figure 4.3 
illustrates the application workflow.
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4.3 Trace sources and Trace Helper
The trace sources that it is used to visualize are basically trace source from ns-3 
network simulation 14. The trace sources are outputted in a special format that is 
needed for the Bienvisto to actually visualize the network simulation. The trace format 
is line based trace output format, each line in the input corresponds to information 
about the simulation or events that occurs in the network simulation. Such as 
simulation time, MAC transmissions, route changes and buffers. Broad parses this 
information and notifies the subscriber components which subsequently update the 
information they collect and and related metrics if the generated data item corresponds 
to the data type they are responsible for managing.

To generate the output in the format that is needed for Broad to visualize network 
simulations. A simple C++ 15 Trace Helper Utility has been created that takes 
advantage of the ns-3 tracing subsystem to generate its output. The ns-3 tracing 
subsystem is built on the concept of independent tracing sources and tracing sinks. 
Along with an uniform mechanism for connecting sources to sinks 16. Comparing the 
ns-3 tracing subsystem to an event system. Trace sources would be event dispatchers 
those who generate events, while trace sinks would be event listeners and are event 
consumers. The Trace Helper hooks to onto the trace sources of interest and writes 
them out to a file in the trace format required by Broad. This trace format is an 
extension to the Bienvisto trace format. In figure 4.4 we such a simplified overview. A 
simulation scripts starts a new Network simulation, the Trace Helper connects 
to the sinks for the different trace sources and writes them to a trace output. 

Figure 4.3 Application Workflow
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The trace output is then used by the visualizer application, to run a visual 
playback of the network simulation. 

4.4 Extensions

The design and behaviour of the extensions(components) and changes that fulfilled the 
requirements listed in Section 4.1 are described in this section. We divide the 
extensions into three parts. One, the visual aspect. Two the performance aspect and 
three the user experience. We describe each of the in the following sub-sections. 

4.4.1 Visual Aspects

We describe the visual features that were added such as the node information window, 
the global and local topology windows, the video sequences window and the 
extensions to the charts system.

Node information window

A information window that displays properties and related metrics to a node in the 
network was added.  When the user clicks on a node in the network simulation a node 
node information window will appear on top of the visual view .The interaction 
behaviour mimics the same behaviour that already is present in existing map solution 
such as google maps i.e., when a marker in the google maps view has been clicked and 
selected a information window belonging to that marker will show up 17.  The node 
information window contains three views which are the following

Figure 4.10 Trace output process
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From a running network simulation we have selected a node and inspect the node 
information window and its views. The node selected in the network simulation was 
the node with the id #0.

The Properties view depicted in figure 4.5 a) contains the following information:

• Role designated in the simulation in this case we see that the node was designated an 
on location role abbreviated as onloc.

• IP-Address for the node is set to 10.0.0.1 
• MAC address for the node is set to 00:00:00:00:00:00:01
• The current x,y coordinates of the node.
• The current speed of the node set to velocity in the x and y directions.
• The direction which the node in a compass-like manner indicating that the node is 

moving in an south-west direction. 

Figure 4.5 a) Screenshot of the Node information window - Properties
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The Metrics view depicted in figure 4.5 b) contains the following information:

• Buffer size,  current total size of the buffer present at the node.
• Total Packets transmitted, received, and dropped at this node. Abbreviated as Tx, Rx 

and Dx total respectively. 
• The average transmission rate for the Packets transmitted, received, and dropped at 

this node as how many transmission per second.
• Video sequences size, current total size of  video sequences inserted at this node
• Total video sequences sent, received,  inserted and forwarded total from this node.  

Abbreviated as Sx, Sr, Sf and Si total respectively-

Figure 4.5 b) Screenshot of the Node information window - Metrics

Figure 4.5 c) Screenshot of the Node information window - Routing
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The Routing view depicted in figure 4.5 b) contains a table list of the available routes 
at the node. The table list contains the following information at each column left to 
right:

• Destination node from the selected row in the table we see that this node is the node 
with id #6. The header column is abbreviated as D.

• Next hop address node from the selected row we see that this node is the node with 
id #1. The header column is abbreviated as N.

• The hop count distance which is supposed to be 3-hops The header column is 
abbreviated as Hc.

• The real hop count distance which is found to be 2-hops only. The header column is 
abbreviated as Rc.

• The next column indicates wether there is a complete path to the destination which it 
is and the value is set to true. The header column is abbreviated as C.

• The next column indicates wether there is a traceable path to the source node #0 
from the destination node #6 which it is and is also set to true. The header column 
is abbreviated as Tb.

• The final column shows the complete path found from the source node to destination 
node as we see there is a route from the source node #0 to next hop address node 
#1, and a direct route from the next hop address node #1, and as we confirm there is 
only 2-hops to the destination node instead of the 3-hops that is found in the 
routing table entry to destination node #6 at the current selected source node #0. 
The header column is denoted as Paths. Finding the complete path is done by 
traversing the routing table for the next hop address node and see if there is a routing 
table entry for the destination, this is done recursively until we reach the destination 
node as long as there is a routing table entry to the destination node and we have yet 
not visited the current next hop address.

Video Sequences

A set of video sequences trace sources have been added, that manage and aggregate 
the data for the video sequences trace source events in the network simulation. A 
related Video Sequences window that displays the information related to the video 
sequences transmitted across the network was created.

From figure 4.6 we see a screenshot from the  video sequences window. On the left 
side we have information about the video source node that is the main source for the 
video stream transmitted in the network, containing the following values: 

• The id of the source node which in this case is the node with the id #0
• Total video sequences sent  from this node which is a total of 10033
• Total unique video sequences sent from this node in case it should re-transmitted a 

videos sequences that is registered as lost, in this case the same as the total 
sequences sent.

• The last sequence number that is sent from this node, which is the video sequence 
with the number 10032, video sequences are enumerated starting from 0 and on. 

• The average transmission rate of video sequences sent from this node per second, 
which at the current moment is 47 video sequences per second.
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On the right side we have information about the video sequences received at the 
destination node containing the following values:

• The id of destination node where all the video sequences are destined to which is the 
node with the id #16.

• The total number of video sequences received at the node which is a total of 3797.
• The last video sequence received  at this node which is the video sequence with the 

number 4008, a clear indication that video sequence are not received in the same 
order that they are sent from the source node.

• The average sequences received rate at this node, at the current moment it is 168 
video sequences per second.

• The average time it takes for a video sequence to arrive at its destination from the 
time it was sent from the destination, currently it is  0 but it can vary.

At the bottom we have an overview of the progress of the video stream, there is a text 
that indicates how many sequences that of the total sent has been received at the 
destination node, currently is 3797 of 10032 a  total of 37% at the current time in the 
simulation. Below the text we have a progress bar that indicates how many video 
sequences. The top of the progress bar depicts the sequences received as a percentage 
of the total of video sequences sent, while the bottom of the progress bar depicts 
where they belong in the video stream.   We clearly see the gaps that may occur in this 
case we have the stream nearly complete from the start, but from the middle of the 
video stream and forth we have a big gap while we have received some video 
sequences that have been sent much later on and we currently have a big gap in 
between those video sequences.

Figure 4.6 c) Screenshot Video Sequences Window
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Routes Table 

A trace source container that aggregates all the routing table entries at each node was 
added. It provides a method that finds all the 1-hop routes in the current network 
simulation, but only the 1-hop routes that have not been seen, e.g., if a 1-hop route 
from a source node #0 to a destination node #6 was found, and there also is a 1-hop 
route from the destination node #6 to the node #0, the same path will not be added to 
the list of routes. To find all the routes there are other methods provided. This method 
is used by the Node routing drawing manager which has the task to draw the routes 
between the nodes in the visual view. In Figure 4.7 a) we see a screenshot of all the 
current 1-hop routes that are draw to the visual view at the current point in time of the 
simulation, in a gray color.  
  The trace source container for the routing table entries provides a method to resolve 
all the complete paths from a selected source node to the destination node in the 
routing table entries. This is the same method that is used in the node window routing 
list, it traverses all routing table entries at selected node, if a route has more than 2-
hop, it will traverse the routing table entries at the next hop address node and see if it 
finds a route to the destination node, and so recursively at each next hop address not 
that has yet not been visited until it reaches the destination node, if no path was found 
at the next hop address or  it tries to traverse a next hop address node that already has 
been visited it will stop at the last next hop address. The same node routing drawing 
manager is responsible to draw the complete routes from a selected node, and uses this 
method access all the complete route paths from a selected node. 
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From figure 4.7 b) we have a selected node #2 the lines in the orange color are 1-hop 
routes from the selected node to destination nodes, which in the figure are the 
destination nodes #11 #1 and #14. Routes that have 2-hop are outlined using a light 
green color such a path here goes trough the next hop address node #7 to the 
destination node #8. Routes that have more than 2-hop are outlined using a brown 
color, we have two such paths one that goes trough the next hop address node #9 to the 
destination node #16, and a route that goes trough the next hop address #12 to the 
same destination node #16, we see that both are draw as dashed line from the next-hop 
address node to the destination node, this is because the route was not found to be 
complete and there was no routing table entries to the destination node at the next hop 
address nodes. The routing drawing manager will always draw a dashed line from the 
last next hop address node to the destination node if no complete route was found in 
the case of routing table entries that have more than 2-hop.

The ability to see the complete route between nodes was added as long there is such as 
route between the nodes. From figure 4.7 c) we see that in addition to the previous 
selected node #2, the destination node #8 was also selected. There are two complete 
paths the first is a 1-hop route from the source node #2 to the destination node #8, and 
2-hop route from the destination node #8 to the source node #2 trough the next hop 
address node #9. This is all managed by the same node routing drawing manager 
which uses trace source container for the routing table entries to resolve these paths. 
No paths will be draw if there is no such path from the source node to the destination 
node, or from the destination node to the source node, as long one of them exist it will 
be draw to the visual view (an incomplete path will not be draw either). For the same 
reason arrows have been added to indicate the direction of the path. 

Figure 4.7 b) Screenshot of routes from a selected source node.
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Only two nodes can be selected at the same time this was a user interaction decision 
taken to simplify the user experience to understand such a feature, and the complexity 
it would take to code the logic and a user interaction simple enough to 
understand if there were to be the ability to select more than two nodes at the same 
time.

Figure 4.7 c) Screenshot of routes between two selected nodes.
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Topology Information window

Among core design requirements, we identified the need of visualizing global 
topology using adjacency matrices. Thus we have added windows that represent this 
from both a global perspective locally: 

1. Global topology: resolves the adjacency matrix by using all the 1-hop routes from 
the routing table entries available from all the nodes in the network.

2. Local topology: uses the topology tuples from the local topology at a node to 
resolve the associated adjacency matrix for the local topology that it knows about. 
Only available when using the routing protocol OLSR.

From Figure 4.8, we see both the local topology and the global topology. We have set 
the node #2 as the source node, and the node #8 as the destination node in both 
windows. The adjacency matrix is built by creating a Graph with all direct edges that 
exist between two nodes, and resolving the adjacency matrix from this graph by 
iterating over all the vertices (nodes) in the graph, and see if such a edge exist from a 
source node u to a destination node v. The matrix is read from left to right, the 
columns on the left from top to bottom are the source node, while the columns on top 
left to right are the destination nodes, if there is an edge between two such nodes 
E(u,v) the value will be 1 otherwise 0. The path finding algorithm Dijkstra is used to 
find the shortest path from the source node #2 to the destination node #8. The resulting 
paths where found to be:

1. Local topology: A path from the source node #2 to the destination node #8 trough 
the node #14 

2. Global topology: A path from the source node #2 to the destination node #8 trough 
the node #1

Figure 4.8 a) Screenshot of Local- and Global- Topology windows.
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We see that the local topology what the node sees as the actual topology in the 
network is different from global topology resolved by using all the routing table 
entries from all the nodes in the network. 
  In Figure 4.8 b) we see again that the shortest path search from both the local 
topology and global topology are not the same. In addition by looking at the routes list 
view in the “Node Information Window”, and the path draw on the visual view. We 
see that the actual path used from the source node #2 to the destination node #13 does 
not match the path result for the local topology. This means that either the routing 
table entries use other measurements for calculating the shortest path, this could be the 
case since we use the path search algorithm Dijkstra with an equal weight on all edges, 
since there is no information available about the weight of the edges from the local 
topology tuples. Another reason could be that the routes are not fresh enough in 
comparison to the local topology of the node.

Figure 4.8 b) Screenshot Comparison of paths from Local- and Global- Topology, and 
routes list.
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Charts

The charts system was added additional representation of metrics over time such as 
the total video sequences sent, inserted in buffer, forwarded and received. The feature 
to filter the content of the charts to be limited by selected nodes was added too. From 
figure 4.9, in the window on the left we have a screenshot of the new metrics. On the 
window on the right of the screenshot we see the feature that enables us to filter the 
content to be presented by selecting a set of checkboxes that represents the nodes in 
the network. In the re-implemented framework, the chart system uses a set of 
DataProvider objects, that are added as the source provider for the content that will 
presented in the charts system. To add a trace source to the chart system, a 
DataProvider sub class must be created that act as mediator for the trace source that 
should be used in the charts system. The data provider mediator is then added to the 
charts system. When the charts system ask for content from the selected data 
providers,  each selected data provider to be displayed will be provided a set of nodes 
it should use to sample the values for. The data provider mediator then iterates over all 
the aggregated contents from trace sources for the nodes provided, and samples the 
values to be presented in the charts system.

4.4.2 Performance Aspects

We now describe the performance aspects that we identified among our requirements, 
when implementing the application architecture for the Visualization Tool Broad. We 
also discuss how some of these performance aspects were resolved both in the 
implementation and how they were handled as part of the user experience of the end 
user.

Buffering

The loading and parsing of a simulation is batched into smaller worker jobs where 
each job will work with a subset of the trace output that is being loaded. This means 
that components such as the Chart System when all the contents has not yet been 

Figure 4.9 Screenshot from the latest charts system in Broad 
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loaded it used a smaller subset of data as the base for the charts presented. The charts 
system is updated as new content is available in the system until the all the trace 
output has been loaded or when the user selects to change the input options for the 
charts system.  Other components such as the playback controller has been enabled to 
handle jump in time even if all the contents are not readily available, and uses a 
indicator which mimics the behaviour used in streaming services to show how much 
of the content is available 18. From Figure 4.10, we see how this is implemented in the 
Broad Visualization Tool. We see that a semi-transparent window is on top of the 
visual view with an loader icon, the progress control uses a red fill color to show how 
much has been loaded up to the point where the user selected to jump in time in the 
network simulation, and an opaque version of the red to show how much is missing. 
When the contents that are being loaded catches up again the loading window will be 
dismissed and the simulation will continue.

Figure 4.10 Screenshot of the loading window when buffering
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Calculations

A common problem that arises when implementing most Visualization Tools, is the 
frame rate that is possible to achieve when visualizing a network simulation. The 
frame rate may drop due to expensive calculations done in the background or due to 
graphics clearing and rendering new content. For the same reason the way metric 
calculations or sampling of the aggregated data must be, and graphical representation 
of the contents must be efficient and use the minimal time possible to achieve an 
optimal frame rate during the course of a network simulation. 

In the current implementation duration times are normalized to 100ms meaning that at 
most 10 computations stages are done per second, still the frame rate of application is 
set to 30 fps, meaning that each computation stage can be done two to three times at 
most per second since 30 / 10 = 3, but will most likely be performed at most 2 times 
per second. To reduce the amount of time spent on calculation we have done some 
mechanism to cache expensive calculations and statistics performed. But caching to 
early may lead to wrong results so we have made a general rule of thumb before 
caching expensive calculations done in the trace source containers which is the 
following: 

! if complete or time < delta do
! ! // do caching code here
! end
 
The complete indicates wether the loading of the trace output is complete, time is the 
current point in time we are trying to access and if the time is less than the last delta 
time where we aggregated content from the trace output. If the first condition fails we 
can check if the current time is less than the delta time when we last aggregated a new 
value from the trace output, since the contents from the trace output is received in a 
linearly manner as they we are added to trace output. This allows to reduce redundant 
calculations, since in our implementation the view does not know if the trace output 
has been completely parsed. Then if the view is trying to access contents multiple 
times for a same time point in the simulation, the trace source can return pre-computed 
values, this is especially efficient when re-playing network simulations or large 
simulations that take some time to completely load. 
  Other techniques such as shared object for different calculations are also used where 
possible, since the larger the number of nodes and the duration of a network 
simulation the more objects are likely to be created. How ever these objects will often 
contains the same values, since most object creations in a network simulation can be 
seen as immutable objects since they represent an elapsed event in a network 
simulation, thus to reduce the amount of objects created we see if we already hav 
created such an object where we have the same values and return the reference to that 
object instead. Such a technique is used in the creation of the graphs used for the 
adjacency matrix. This is done by creating a hash key from the unique id of all the 
routing tables entries used to create the global graph, if such a key already exists for 
the graphs created we use that graph instead. This reduces the amount of graphs 
needed to be created to around 30~40% per simulation. 
  Another optimization done in the view is to calculate wether the position of the node 
is in the application view that the user sees, if it is it will be set to be visible in the 
view otherwise it will be marked as not visible. This is used by several of the node 
drawing managers to see if they really need to draw something on the visual view or, 
the most expensive graphics rendering is actually done in the receptions drawing 
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manager. An update to the receptions drawing manager could use > 40ms some time 
and would drop the frame rate to ~14fps some times, after implementing this 
technique the update would use 3-5ms instead, since there is less content that needs to 
be refreshed and calculations to be performed. Resulting in a much overall stable 
frame for the application where it would normalize to ~30fps.  

Desktop Application

The Broad Visualization Tool is embedded as a desktop application through the AIR 
SDK 19.  A web version is also provided for demonstration purposes where it can be 
run from the user web browser as long as it has the flash player plugin installed. 
Currently only the Windows and MAC OS X operative systems are supported, since 
Adobe discontinued their support for the Linux platform until further notice. It could 
be possible to add a custom version for the Linux platform since it would require to go 
back a few versions on the SDK and ship it for the version of the AIR SDK 2.6 20 that 
last version to support Linux. The AIR SDK  3.1 is the latest version the one used to 
embedded the Broad Visualization Tool as a desktop application. An advantage to 
embed as a desktop application is that it runs in its own user space, and can take use
of the Native APIs which are not available for web profiles. 

Real Time Monitoring

There was a motivation to take advantage of the Native Process API to read from 
standard output or a stream which a ns-3 Network simulation is outputting the trace 
sources to. Then when a new simulation is started all the processed data and rendered 
information that has been made available from a previous simulation session would be 
cleared from Broad Visualization tool, and the new session network simulation would 
have started to be read. As far as the implementation of the Broad visualization tool is 
implemented it should be possible, but it would require to create a NativeProcess 
Source Parser Reader. The time left to create and test such a feature was not sufficient, 
in addition that to the discontinuation of the Linux Platform for the AIR SDK made 
this seem a rather limited feature since it would only available for the MAC OS X 
operative system.  
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4.4.3 User Experience

We go trough some of the user interaction and parts of the user interface that makes 
the application more complete and easier to use for the user of the Visualization Tool. 

User Interaction

The user is able to automatically drag the map without any special key combination as 
it is currently implemented today.  When the user clicks on the visual view a hand 
cursor will appear over this gives the user feedback and a notion that the map is 
draggable. 

User Interface

From figure 4.11 we see the following user interface adjustments that have been done:

• All the nodes draw onto the visual view have an label that contains the associated 
identifier for the node. 

• Fullscreen button has been added in the bottom right, and enables the user to view 
the application in fullscreen mode. If the user has entered fullscreen mode the 
application will behave as video device if no activity present the controller and 
windows will hide.

• A displaced mini-map view over all the nodes in the network simulation has been 
added in the bottom left of the visual view of the application . When the user clicks 
on the given view it will automatically move to  that area in a animated manner so 
the user gets the notion that view is moving. This enables the user to easily access 
nodes that are outside of the application view.

• A perimeter view that draws the current mobility area rectangle that has been set for 
the network simulation if such information has been provided
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Figure 4.11 Screenshot of user interface adjustments
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Chapter 5

Implementation
This Chapter explains some of the core elements in Broad visualization tool. First we 
talk about the technologies used and the implementation methodology. Then we go 
trough some of the core elements and how trace sources are implemented in Broad. 
Finally, we explain some of the elements in the visual view that are used to present 
nodes, routes and network transmission between these nodes.

5.1 Technology and Methodology Implemented

As described in master thesis for the Bienvisto application [1]. The used technologies 
are more or less the same for Broad. The application implementation was done mostly 
in AS3 1 and some using MXML 2. Adding the new trace sources for the trace output 
from the simulations was done by extending the existing Bienvisto C++ TraceHelper 
built for ns-3. The main difference in technologies is that we are using are using the 
latest version of the Flex Framework 4.6 3  and also targeting the application as an AIR  
Application 4 for desktop. 
  Instead of using Mercurial 5 to manage the code Git 6 was used as the version control 
system. Git is also a distributed version source control management system, that 
allows one to program and store changes done without needing to be connected to the 
internet to push the changes committed to a centralized repository such as SVN 7. 
Thus the user can work, commit and undo changes locally. Then commit those 
changes to a repository that has been added as a origin. The normal workflow is to 
have a master origin where to push changes when done.    

The methodology implemented started out as a cyclic implementation where features 
that we wanted to add where first tested if it was possible to extract information from 
the trace source needed to implement such features. Some rough implementations of 
the features described in Chapter 4 where constructed. We then analyzed and designed 
what such features would need to visualize or the data they should present, and the 
motivation behind them.  The next step in the process was implementing all these 
features. This was an iterative process where we implemented parts of a feature went 
trough them and changed them until they  seemed to visualize or presented the data we 
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were interested in. Until they worked properly and in a manner that seemed intuitive 
enough to understand and/or use. 

5.2 Core Components and Elements

The core of Broad is composed primarily by the following components 1) Parser, 2) 
Aggregate, 3) Simulation, and 4) Network (see figure 4.2). In the following sub 
sections we will explain some of the main elements from  these components.    

5.2.1 Parser

From Figure 5.1, we see the main classes from the parser package. These are: 

TraceSource

The trace source class, is the base container class for all objects that will aggregate 
data for a specific event type from the trace output for a network simulation. It has a 
eventType  property that indicate the event type it is interested in from the trace 
output. In addition to traceSource property, that is a textual representation for the 
event type. The life cycle of a trace source is as follows:

1. When an new event was found from the trace output the update method will be 
called with an indexed vector of string that are the parameters read for that event 
in the  from the trace output.

2. Thus, when the trace output has been completely read the trace source parser will 
notify the trace source object that processing of the trace source is complete, by 
calling the onComplete method of the trace source object.

Figure 5.1 Main classes of the Parser package
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TraceSourceParser

The trace source parser class, is the publish/subscribe class that handles all the lines 
that are read by the its associated reader object, and notifies it to the trace source 
subscribers when an associated interest is found for one or more of its trace source 
objects. The life cycle of the trace source parser is is as follows:

1. The handleLineAdded method will be called when a new has been read by the 
associated reader object. The line will be parsed into a eventType and a rest of 
parameters. Then it will iterate over its trace source objects, and publish to those 
trace source subscribers that have registered such an eventType as its interest, by 
calling the update method of the trace source objects with the rest of the 
parameters. 

2. When the reader has finished reading all of the contents from the file the will be 
handleComplete method will be called on the trace source parser. It the iterates 
over all the trace source objects and notifies them that the parsing of the trace 
output has been completed.

5.2.2 Aggregate

From Figure 5.2, we see some of the main from the Aggregate package:

Aggregate

The aggregate class, is the base class for all the objects that are supposed to represent 
events and/or objects that are present in a point of time of the simulation. It contains a 
time property that is supposed to represent that point in time. 

Figure 5.2 Main classes from the Aggregate package
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AggregateCollection

The aggregate collection class, is a container/collection class for a set of aggregate 
objects. It contains an items property that allows to quickly access all the aggregate 
object that have been added (aggregated) to this collection.  Some of the methods of 
the class are:

• The add method aggregates a new aggregate object to the collection. 

• The addAggregateKey method is a special method, that creates fast lookup indexes 
for the aggregated items, this is used in combination with the find* methods.

• The sampleItems method will sample a set of the items back in time for a specified 
windowSize from the specified point in time.

• The sampleTotal method will calculate how many items have been aggregated up 
to this point in time.

• The findNearest method will find the nearest Aggregate up to this point in time 
the simulation. First it will check if there is an aggregate key already for this point in 
time, and return the resulting Aggregate. Otherwise it will do a binary search to 
lookup the nearest Aggregate item, and store an associated aggregate key for a fast 
lookup on a next search for the same point in time of the simulation. 

5.2.3 Simulation

Figure 5.3 Main Simulation elements
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From Figure 5.3, we see the main simulation elements. These are:

ISimulationObject

This is the interface that all object that want to be part of the simulation must subclass. 
It declares that the following methods must be implemented:

• The setDuration tells the simulation object the duration of the current simulation.

• The onTimeUpdate called when the simulation, reaches a new point in in simulation.

• The reset method tells the simulation object that the previous simulation is 
finished, and a that new simulation has been started. This is the point in time where 
simulation objects should clear contents that have been used for a previous 
simulation. 

Simulation

This is the main simulation class used to represent the life cycle of a network 
simulation. The simulation class does also extend the trace source class, since it reads 
the duration of the network simulation from the trace output. It contains a set of 
simulation objects that are added as part of its simulation cycle, that are notified about 
the duration of the current simulation and when a new point in time in the simulation 
occurs. 

The following are some of  the methods of the simulation class: 

• The update method on the simulation class will be called when a new simulation 
event type has been loaded from the trace output, this is actually the first line in the 
trace output. It then updates all of its simulation objects with the duration of the 
current network simulation. However, if this is not the first simulation loaded it will 
call the reset first before updating the new simulation duration. It also dispatches a 
global event that tells that the simulation is ready for playback.  

• The addSimulationObject will add the provided simulation object as part of its 
simulation cycle.

• The start method tells the simulation to start running and emulating the current 
simulation.

• The pause method tells the simulation to currently pause the simulation if it 
running. 

• The jumpToTime method tells the simulation to jump to a specific point in time of 
the simulation. 

• The handleTimer method tells when to update the current time of the simulation, 
the simulation object has a timer object that runs in the background. Since the timer 
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are not accurate 8, it uses internal getTime method present in AS3 to calculate the 
correct elapsed time. The simulation times are normalized to 100ms meaning that 
there will be 10 updates per second.

• The reset tells all the simulation objects that a new simulation has been started, and 
that they should reset their contents from the previous simulation.

5.2.4 Network

From Figure 5.4, we see some of the main classes from the Network package 
elements. These are:

Node

The node source represents a node in the network simulation. It has the following 
properties.

• A time property that tells the current point in time of the node in the simulation . 

• A role property that contains information about the role of the node in network 
simulation, if such a role has been defined.

• The IPv4-address of the node, if it has been defined otherwise “00:00:00:00”.

• The MAC-address of the node, if it has been defined otherwise “00:00:00:00:00:00”.

• The buffer size of the node at the current point in time of the simulation.

Figure 5.4 Main classes of the Network package
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NodeContainer

The node container is a basic pooling manager for the nodes in a network. Thus, it will 
create a new node instance given a node identifier if it has not already been created 
and return the same node instance to all elements that try to access a node with the 
same identifier. The node container  extends the simulation object interface, and is 
a also  trace source sub class of, since it reads the properties of the node such as the 1) 
role, 2) IPv4-address and the 3) MAC-address if they have been added as part of the 
trace output. It contains a nodes property that allows to easily access and iterate over 
all the nodes that have been created by this node container. 

The following are some of  the methods of the simulation class: 

• The update method is called when the event type for properties of a node have been 
read from the trace source, and it will update the corresponding node with the 
properties read.  

• The get method is the basic pooling method by which elements in the system access 
nodes by their  identifier.

• The setDuration method is declared as part of the simulation object interface.

• The onTimeUpdate method is declared as part of the simulation object interface 

• The reset is also declared as part of the simulation object interface. However, since 
a new simulation is being loaded all the nodes that have been created will be 
removed.
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5.3  View Elements

Broad has a clear separation of the view from  the model layer. We go trough some of 
the components of the view.   

5.3.1 View components

From Figure 5.5, we see the following element of the view. These are:

ViewComponent

The basic class for all view components that are to be added to the visual view were 
all  the events of the simulation are taking place. It contains the following properties 
and methods:

• A scale property that allows to resize the view. 

• A update method that tells that the view component to refresh its display with the 
current simulation time provided.

• A clear method that tells that view component that it should clear its display.

VisualizationView

The visualization view class represents the visual view where all the events of the 
simulation are draw onto, such as the presentation of the nodes, routes and network 
transmissions between these nodes. It has the following properties and methods.

• A viewComponents property that allows to easily access all the view components 
added to this class. 

• A addView method that adds the provided view as part of the visual view.

Figure 5.5 ViewComponent and VisualizationView
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• A update method that tells the visualization view to to refresh its display with the 
current simulation time provided. It will call the update method for all the view 
component objects added with the time provided.

• A clear method that tells that view component that it should clear its display. It will 
call the clear method for all the view component objects added.

5.3.2 NodeView and NodeDrawingManagers

From Figure 5.6, we have the following classes:

NodeDrawingManager

This is the base class for the drawing managers of the node view, that should handle 
graphic representations to the view component of the node. Some of the properties and 
methods of the node view are: 

• A name property that allows to identify the node drawing manager, it is used to 
toggle on and off properties and/or events that are visualized as part of the 
interaction of the nodes in the network during the simulation. 

• A update method that tells it to refresh it contents to the display according to the 
time. The nodeSprites parameter is a vector of nodeSprites that are the presentation 
of the nodes in visualization view. Finally, the needsInvalidation is an optional 
parameter that tells wether the drawing manager should force revalidation of the 
contents that have been visualized. 

Several node drawing managers exist. Some of them are 1) the node routing drawing 
manager, 2) node identifier drawing manager, 3) node receptions drawing manager, 
and 4) the node mobility drawing manager that visualized the mobility of the node by 

Figure 5.6 NodeDrawingManager and NodeView
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positioning the node correctly in the simulation corresponding to the time of the 
simulation. 

NodeView

This is the view component on where all the nodes are presented on. It has a set of 
NodeSprite instances that are used to represent all the nodes in the network. Each node 
sprite have an reference to associated node they represent. 

Some of the properties and methods of the node view are: 

• A nodeSprites property that allows to easily access all the nodes that are currently 
visualized.

•  A addDrawingManager method that adds the provided node drawing managers as 
part of its drawing managers.

• A update method that tells it to refresh it contents to the display according to the 
time. In addition to call update on all its drawing managers to with the current time 
and nodeSprites. 

• A clear method that this view component that it should clear its display. This 
method will be called from the visualization view.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation
This section aims to see if the features to be implemented have been addressed and if 
they fulfill their purpose. To compare the visualization tool Broad with Bienvisto, is 
difficult since Broad addresses features and implementation aspects that do not exist 
and/or have not been implemented in Bienvisto.
  Time has no permitted a user evaluation study. However, persons in the DMMS 
group  have tested and used the application under the development process, whom 
have given feedback on the features and the application as a whole.

6.1 Requirements

The requirements defined in Section 4.1, that were implemented are discussed in the 
following sub-sections, to see wether they have been correctly addressed.

6.1.1 Node Information Window

The “Node Information Window” was addressed properly, it is easy to use and gives a 
complete overview over the properties of a node in the network.  It has the following 
three views:

1. The Properties view (see figure 4.5 a)  allows us to inspect the properties belonging 
to a node such as the IP-Address and/or MAC-Address, the position of the node in 
the network, the velocity and the direction it is moving, in addition to the role it has 
in the network if such a role is defined for the node in the network simulation. 

2. The Metrics view  (see figure 4.5 b) allows us to inspect how many Packets are 
currently in the buffer of the node. The total MAC- transmissions sent from the 
node, MAC- receptions and MAC- receptions dropped at the node, along with the 
average rate per second for these metrics. Metrics about video sequences 
transmitted trough a node are also available such as the total video sequences sent 
and forwarded from a node, the total video sequences inserted in the buffer of the 
node and the total video sequences received at a node. It also tells how many of the 
Packets in the buffer are currently video sequences, since the buffer of a node can 
contain both normal transmission Packet and video sequences. 

3. The Routes view (see figure 4.5 c) gives us an extend overview over all the routing 
table entries at a node in the network. It allows us to inspect if there is a complete 
path for a routing table entry since the routing table entries may not always be 
update to date due to changes in the topology of the network such as 
disconnections/disruptions caused by frequent network partitions. It provides 
information about the destination node, next-hop address node, hop-count, real-hop 
count when the hop count is found not to be the same as in the routing table entry. 
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Wether the path was complete and there is a path back from the destination node to 
the source node. The complete path if such found or until the last next-hop address 
where it will be denoted with a -1 sign after the last next-hop address indicating that 
the path was found to not be complete.

6.1.2 Video Sequences Window

The “Video Sequences Window” (see figure 4.6) is easy to use and provides a 
adequate overview over the video sequences from the video stream transmitted over 
the network. It contains three inspection overview:

1. It allows us to inspect properties related to the source node from where the video 
stream is transmitted from such as the identifier of the node transmitting the video 
stream. The total number of video sequences sent, total number of unique video 
sequences sent and the sequence number of the last video sequence sent. In addition to 
the rate of video sequences sent, how many video sequences sent per second.

2. It allows us to inspect properties related to the destination node where the video 
stream is being received, such as the identifier of the node receiving the video 
stream. The total number of video sequences received, total number of video 
sequences dropped, the sequence number of the last video sequence received. In 
addition to the rated of the video sequences received, how many video sequences 
received per second, and the average time it takes for a video sequence to arrive at the 
destination from the source node.

3. A progress overview that provides us with information about the percentage 
received, it tells us how many video sequences have been received of the total video 
sequences sent. There is also a rectangular progress bar (that mimics torrent 
applications), where the top of the progress bar fills the area corresponding to the total 
percentage received. While the bottom of the progress bar displays an overview of 
where in the video stream we have received video sequences.

We noted that some measure from our simulations did not occur, such as:

1. The total number of unique video sequences sent from a video source node. The 
result is always the same as the video sequences sent for the simulation that we have 
run, meaning that no video sequences are re-sent from the video source node. This is 
not the case in real network scenarios, since video sequence that never arrive will 
often be re-sent from the video source node. 

2. The total number of video dropped at the video destination node. The result is 
always 0 for the simulations that we have run, meaning that node video sequences are 
received twice at the video destination node. This is not the case in real network 
scenarios, since video sequences may be received multiple times at the destination 
node where they will dropped if they have already been received.

These issues may relate to that we are missing information in the trace output that tells 
us about these events, or this is the expected behaviour in the network simulation. 
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6.1.3 Routes Table

The information from the routing table entries allows us to easily access the existing 
routes that exists between the nodes, and draw them to the visual view of the 
application. In contrast to the Bienvisto visualization tool, where only routes were 
draw between the source node an the next-hop address node. Broad is able to 
distinguish between routes that have 1-hop, 2-hop and those that have more than 2-
hop. This enables the application to:
 
1. Draw all the 1-hop route between the nodes in the network, that in Bienvisto were 

dismissed as invalid routes. These are all draw as a gray line from the source node 
to the destination node. If the same route exists back from the destination node to 
the source node it will be omitted since its already has been draw and there is not 
need draw it again. The user is now able to see a simplified perspective of all the 
current links in the network.

2. Select a source node and draw routes to all the destination nodes that are available 
from the routing table entries, and at the same time distinguish the between the 
different routes.

• A orange line is used for 1-hop routes. 

• Green lines are used for 2-hop routes, one from the source node  to the next-hop 
address, and another line from the next-hop address node to the destination 
node.

• Brown lines are used for routes where we have more than 2-hops. We draw a 
line from the source node to every next-hop address node that have the 
destination node in their routing table entries, and has yet not been visited until 
we reach the destination node. A dashed brown line will be draw from the last 
next-hop address node visited to the destination node if no complete path was 
found.

The user is now able to see the paths that diverge from the source node to the 
destination nodes available from the routing table entries for the selected source node. 
This means that we can identify all the paths that exist for a single selected source 
node, and distinguish between 1-hop and 2-hop. Finally, we can also identify routes 
that have more than 2-hop and those of them that are not complete (see figure 4.7 b).

3.  A additional second destination node can be selected (see figure 4.7 c). Here the 
paths from both the source node and the destination will be draw onto the visual 
view, if such a complete path exists otherwise it will not. Arrows are added to the 
lines to indicate the direction of the path. The user is now able to see the path(s) 
between the source node and the destination node, and distinguish from which node 
the path started and if there is both a path from the source node to destination node, 
and/or from the destination node to the source node.  

A better insight and perspective over the path(s) that are used by the nodes in respect 
to the routing table entries at each node the network is provided. We feel that the 
requirement set for a better visualization of the routes has been met.  
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However the 2-hop routes are not validated to see if they are complete we assume that 
they are, when we draw path from a selected source node, this is not the case when we 
have selected both a source node and a destination node. Under the development of 
the Broad Visualization Tool, we found that the 2-hop routes would be complete most 
of the time, or they would not be complete but rarely have more than 2-hop. This is an 
error that should be addressed to draw path from a selected source node correctly, still 
since the routes list in the "Node Information Window" addresses this, we can actually 
confirm when this happens, but this may confuse the user since it is not specified 
anywhere.

6.1.4 Topology Window

We created a "Global Topology Window" and a "Local Topology Window" (see figure 
4.8). To satisfy the requirement to have an overview of the network topology. These 
topology windows contain adjacency matrices that provide an overview over the 
available links in the network from both a global and a local perspective. In addition, 
they allow the user to do a shortest path search over the graphs used to resolve the 
adjacency matrices too see if there is a path from a source node to a destination node. 

1. The "Global Topology Window" is the result of creating a adjacency matrix from all 
the 1-hop routes available from all the routing table entries for all the nodes in the 
network. The user has now an overview over all the current links that exist in the 
network.

2. The "Local Topology Window" is the result of creating a adjacency matrix from all 
the topology tuples available on a selected node in the network. It will only work 
when we are using the routing Protocol OLSR. The user has now an overview over the 
local topology of the network at a selected node, this is how the node sees the 
network. 

The user is also able to perform a shortest path search using Dijkstra over the graph 
that is used to create the adjacency matrices. This allow the user is now able to easily 
see the difference between the local topology of the network at a selected node versus 
the global topology, since we often end with different results for the performed search. 
This illustrates the problem with routing protocol(s), that available routes may not 
always be up to date. 
 When we compare the result from the path search in the topology window, with the 
resulting path for the same source node and destination node in the routes list view of 
the "Node Information Window" for the source node (see figure 4.8 b). We see that the 
actual path used by a node to transmit data is actually quite different or it may use a 
path that is incomplete and does not reach the destination node.

However we found that the "Local Topology Window" did not to behave as we 
expected it to, and did not fulfill the purpose it was addressed to solve. There would 
often not be any adjacency matrix for the local topology at a node, and the adjacency 
matrix would also vary in size not remembering nodes that have already been part of 
the adjacency matrix for the local topology during the playback of an network 
simulation. The problem was not in our implementation, but this was actually how the 
“Topology Set” is specified to behave in the RFC [28] of the OLSR protocol. The 
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local topology is a set of topology tuples that contain information about 1-hop links 
between nodes. These topology tuples have an expire timestamp, meaning that they 
will be cleared when the current timestamp is set for invalidation and as such the local 
topology will often contain a empty set of topology tuples. The local topology does 
neither remember nodes that have been part of previous topology tuples. For the same 
reasons the local topology will be empty until a new topology set has been calculated 
and vary in size. 

6.1.5 Charts Extensions

The requirements to the "Charts System" (see figure 4.9) were addressed properly, a 
new set of sources were added that provide data to present charts over time related to 
video sequences transmitted over the network.  We also added the ability to filter the 
nodes that should be used as data providers for all the chart presentations.      

The user is now able to view and analyze and draw conclusions about the performance 
and throughput of the transmission of the video stream in the network by using the 
charts related to the videos sequences. In addition to filter the nodes that should be 
used as data providers for all the chart presentations.

6.1.6 User Interface adjustments

We feel that the user interface adjustments implemented (see figure 4.11) address the 
to make the application easier to use, since we use concepts that the user related to. 
These are: 

1. Drag the visual view where the nodes, routes and network transmissions are draw 
without a special key combination. Allows the user to intuitively drag the visual 
view and reach nodes that are outside of the application view. This is a concept 
users are used to from map application such as Google Maps 1. 

2. A miniature map that displays a displaced view of all the nodes in the network. The 
user is now able to click on the map and automatically pan to (move to) to nodes 
that are outside the application view, and/or by using the same behaviour the user 
can click on the map again easily get back to where they were at the start without 
having to drag the visual view. Some network simulation may have a large area, and 
to drag around to get to the nodes that are outside the mobility area may take some 
time or one can get lost in the process. By having such a miniature map it is easy to 
get back to the center of the simulation area.

3. We added support for viewing in fullscreen. This allows the user to take advantage 
of using the whole screen undistracted from other applications or windows from the 
operative system. It also behaves as a video player application, that when in 
fullscreen mode will hide windows and other controls. This allows for the 
visualization tool be used in live presentations where it would seem that one is 
watching a video playback of the simulation instead of an interactive network 
simulation.
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However a components information overlay would be useful, since currently the 
visualization tool features many components, buttons, checkboxes and options. All 
these components and options  may confuse a first time user, and there is no 
documentation for the application besides this master thesis and the information 
provided directly to the few user that have tested the application.

6.1.7 Performance

The performance aspect has been partially addressed. A problem to this is the size of 
the trace output from a network simulation. The typical size of such a trace output for 
six minutes would be around ~15MB. After adding the information from the local 
topology at the nodes when running the OSLR protocol, as part of the trace sources. 
The size of the trace output would increase greatly. In the first version without 
checking on the expire timestamp on the topology tuples the size would be of around 
~54MB for six minutes. We managed to reduce this amount by adding a check on the 
expire timestamp on the topology tuples to around ~17-25MB, in some cases the local 
topology would account for ~30% of the trace output.

The following pseudo code shows how this is done in the `TraceHelper`:

  time <- Simulation.now()
  if (time >= last_expire_time) for (topology set) at (node x) then:
    trace(topology tuples at node x)
    
    if (topology tuples at node x).size() > 0 then:
      last_expire_time <- 
!   min(expire_time in (topology tuples at node x))
    end
  end

However the larger the duration of the network simulation and the more node count, 
the greater the size of the trace output. The more time will be spent on loading and 
processing the trace output as part of the application life cycle. Thus, having the user 
to wait until the trace source have been loaded and processed completely before 
allowing playback of the network simulation is not an option. The user is therefore 
allowed to start playback of the network simulation as soon the loading and processing 
of the network simulation has started. 
  However in some case when the size of the trace output was very large the frame rate 
speed (fps) of the application would drop and interrupt the playback of the network 
simulation. The frame rate speed of the application would only stabilize to the desired 
frame rate speed of ~30fps after the loading and processing of the trace source is 
complete. The larger the size of the trace output the more time it takes before the 
desired frame rate speed is for the playback of the network simulation is achieved, this 
is a problem. For this reason an auto regulated mechanism for how often the `Reader` 
for the `TraceSourceParser` should read from the trace output was developed. Still it 
takes some time before it starts to work. The pseudo code below shows automatic 
regulation of the timer delay for the reader:

  elapsed <- getTimer() - lastTime
  if elapsed >= 1000 then:

    fps <- 1000 / lastCount
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    if (fps <= 15) and (timer.delay < maxTimerDelay) then:
! timer.delay <- timer.delay + minTimerDelay
    else if (fps > 15) and (timer.delay > minTimerDelay) then:
! timer.delay <- timer.delay - minTimerDelay;
    end
    
    lastCount <- 0
    lastTime  <- getTimer()
  end
! ! !
The performance issue was also a topic discussed in the Master thesis of Bienvisto.
It is difficult to compare the both since the Broad Visualization Tool performs more 
calculations and visualizes a lot more of data than was done in Bienvisto. Many 
techniques are used to optimize the performance such as caching techniques for 
expensive computations, and reducing the number of object creations by using shared 
objects. In addition to only draw what is needed in the visual view where the nodes, 
routes and transmissions are draw.  These techniques do actually help a lot in 
maintaining a stable frame rate when the trace output has been completed and achieves 
the desired frame rate of ~30fps. It also allows for a much better replay of the same 
network, since we are actually repeating the events that already have occurred in the 
playback of the network simulation, and most of the expensive calculations will have 
been pre-compute and the necessary objects initialized.

6.2 Lessons Learned

Creating and implementing a network simulation visualization tool is a complex task. 
It requires a careful planning of architecture design, and implementation. 

1. Trace sources must be read efficiently.

2. Data from the trace sources must be modeled in a way that makes them simple to 
aggregate and accessible from the different layers of the application.  

3. We must have a graphical presentation of the network simulation.

4. The view should be separated from the model, this allows to test individual 
components and parts of the application easier. At the same time it makes the 
architecture much more flexible and extendable in terms of additional features that 
are to be implemented.

It also requires a lot of testing to make sure that the calculations and the data that is 
being visualized is correct and behaves as is expected. This is also true when adding 
and/or creating components and elements for the UI, since if a feature does not behave 
or present data in a manner that is intuitive, it will confuse the user.
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6.3 Improvements

Improvements that we feel that would make the "Broad Visualization Tool" a better 
visualization tool would be:

1. Validate the paths for the 2-hop routing table entries that are draw to the visual 
view. This would require to 1) use the same pattern when drawing incomplete 
paths, using a dashed from green line from the last next-hop address node to the 
destination node. 2) If the route actually has more than 2-hop we would have add it 
to the list of paths where we have more than 2-hop.

2. Information overlay over components, this would simplify the use of the Broad 
Visualization tool, since it features a lot more of components and options than were 
present in the "Bienvisto Visualization Tool".

3. Resolve drop in frame rate speed, when loading large trace output files. This 
requires a lot more of testing and adding more code in the reader that regulates the 
speed at which contents is read at.

4. Screenshot feature, that allows to take a screenshot of all the nodes in the network 
simulation and/or individual screenshot from the "Charts System". It is possible to 
scale down the size of current network simulation and taking a screenshot using the 
built-in screenshot functionality present in most operative system, but sometimes 
the total area used is very large and one has to scale down to a point where the 
resulting output is not desirable. The same goes for the charts one has to expand the 
window size of the charts to take a screenshot that is usable. 

5. Reports that save metrics and statistics from 1) nodes, 2) charts, 3) video sequences 
4) topology window. In plain text format such that they can be used in other graph/
plotting/statistics programs such as gnuplot 2/ igraph 3/ R4.

6. Creating a plugin architecture for the "Broad Visualization Tool". As it is now the 
programmer works directly in the application code and creates the necessary 
features that they need by using the same approach that is used for existing features. 
For an experienced programmer this is not the most difficult task since most of the 
code is commented properly and coded in a readable manner, and the most complex 
approaches for handling and visualizing data in the view have been handled. 
However for an less experienced programmer this could turn to be a more daunting 
task,  still implementing such an plugin architecture is a complex task and requires 
a lot of planning since it must perform efficiently in terms of handling the new 
traces output that are added, and rendered the new visual output.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
We now conclude the design, implementation and evaluation of Broad.

7.1 Summary of contributions

During early testing on new features we met performance related challenges. The 
underlying architecture of Bienvisto forced us to re-design the existing architecture 
and implement a new visualization tool. The most important contributions of this 
master thesis is the development of “Broad” an extensive visualization tool for 
complex network simulations.  
  The main features of Broad are:

1. Visualization of routes from a global perspective, and the ability to inspect routes 
from a local perspective. Finally we support analyzing paths between nodes.  

2. Ability to distinguish between the different nodes in the network, inspect their 
properties and related metrics.

3. Statistics and metrics related to the video stream transmitted over the network.

4. Topology of the network shown as adjacency matrices both from a global and a 
local perspective. 

7.2 Critical Analysis

This section contains a critical analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of Broad. The 
most important strength is that it provides a detailed overview over what is going on in 
the network simulation. The most important weakness is the lack of a stable frame rate 
when the trace output file for a network simulation is large in size. We now explain 
this further:

7.2.1 Strengths

The strengths of Broad as a visualization tool are:

1. The ability to view all the routes available in the network from a global perspective, 
and from a local perspective from a single selected source node. Finally, we also 
can view the paths that exist between two selected nodes.  

2. The ability to distinguish between the nodes in the network simulation. Inspect their 
properties and related metric through an "Node Information Window".
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3. Provides a "Video Sequences Window" that allows us to monitor the events of the 
video stream being transmitted over the network. 

4. Provides a "Global Topology Window" that includes an adjacency matrix show all 
links that exist in the network. We also provide the ability to do a shortest path 
search on the network graph of the adjacency matrix, to illustrate routes from a 
global perspective.

The strengths of Broad as an application:

1. Can handle network simulation that are large in size. We have tried to load 
simulation files that are 30 minutes to 1 hour long and that have a size ~150MB1. We 
encountered initial drops in the frame rate of the application, but it were still able to 
play at normal frame rate after completion of loading and processing the trace 
output is complete.     

2. It can be installed on most operative systems as a desktop application, such as 
Windows and Mac OS X. 

3. It can also be run as a web application for flash player enabled web browsers. This 
makes it cross compatible for most operative systems such as Windows, Mac OS X 
and Linux.  

 

7.2.2 Weaknesses

The main weakness of Broad is that it does not maintain a stable application frame 
rate speed when loading trace output from network simulation that are large in size. 
This has not been tested enough and needs some tuning.

Another weakness is that there has not been enough user testing and a real user 
evaluation to see if it the visualization tool really fulfill its purpose, and is easy to use 
and understand.
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7.3 Future Work

During the development of the visualization tool Broad, we have found a set of issues 
and further improvements that would make Broad a even more useful visualization 
tool to help research of complex networks. 

Local Topology

We found that the “Local Topology Window” did not behave as we expected it to. 
From what we read from the RFC [28] of the OLSR protocol we expected it to have a 
complete set of topology tuples at all time. That is a complete representation of all 
nodes and links at all time. However, we found that the topology set would often be 
empty. Even at the point in time when they had just been more or less complete. Thus, 
in the implementation in ns-3, tuples were actually removed and nodes forgotten. Even 
though routes were still registered in the routing tables. We expected nodes not to be 
forgotten.

A decision must be taken on wether:

1. We should ignoring the invalidation of the current topology set, until a new 
complete non-empty topology set has been added. 

2. Or remove this feature, since as it currently is it does not fulfill our purpose.

Visualization of Routes

The 2-hop routes available from the routing table entries in a node are assumed to be 
complete, however this may not be the case. Therefore the actual visualization of 2-
hop routes for when a single source node has been selected may be inaccurate at times. 
The ability to validate completeness of routes for a selected source node already exist 
by inspecting the routes list available from the "Node Information Window". However 
this may not be intuitive enough for first time users that do not know how the 
visualization tool Broad works. A decision must be made on wether the current 
visualization of 2-hop routes from a single selected source node is good enough as it 
is, or if a more accurate visualization is needed. The current implementation already 
provides methods to resolve the completeness of routes.  Thus, the node routing 
drawing manager and/or the trace source container for the routing table entries, should 
be changed to correctly to properly handle the visualization of 2-hop routes. 

Performance

The frame rate speed (fps) of the application can drop heavily when loading trace 
output file that are large in size due to the duration of the simulation and/or the node 
count. This may stall the workflow of the application such as user input and playback 
of the simulation. There is already an automated mechanism in the application that 
tries to regulate the frame rate speed when this happens. However more testing, 
development and/or changes to when a user should be able to start the playback of a 
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network simulation must be done. The larger the size of a trace output from a network 
simulation file, the more time it takes to load and process the data completely. Thus, 
having the user to wait until the trace source have been loaded and processed 
completely before allowing playback of the network simulation is not an option.

Realtime simulations

The ability to perform real time simulations would be useful, since it would save the 
user time of generating trace source, and loading them into visualization tool. 
However this requires the application to support reading from the standard input/
output of the system. The AIR SDK supports reading from standard input/output, so 
such feature could be developed for Broad. From a technical approach the current 
implementation of Broad could support such a feature. However, developing such a 
feature would require:

1. A new reader that takes advantage of the Native Process API available in the AIR 
SDK, to read from standard input/output.

2. Extend the existing TraceHelper plugin for ns-3, so that it outputs to the standard 
input/output.

However since Adobe has discontinued their work on the AIR SDK for Linux. This 
feature would be limited to the Mac OS X, since ns-3 currently does not run as a 
normal Windows application 2.

Plugin Architecture

As it is now the programmer or user that wish to extend the visualization tool Broad, 
must work directly in the application code and develop new features needed using the 
same approach as for existing features. There is a clear separation between the model 
and the view in the current architecture and this approach is often the favored among 
experienced programmers. However for a less experienced programmer this approach 
may seem daunting and discourage them to develop new features for this visualization 
tool. 
  Under development we found that many of our objects share common approaches 
and methods, primarily 1) trace sources, 2) node drawing managers, 3) chart 
extensions and 4) windows. It could be possible to abstract the current architecture 
more than it currently is, and define a plugin architecture in between for simple 
features. This would help less unexperienced programmers, and at the same time 
minimize the time used to code new features for more experienced programmers. 
While still maintaing the ability to create more complex features using the same 
approaches used to create the current features of the visualization tool. However 
defining and implementing such a plugin architecture requires planning and time.          
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Reports

The ability to create reports that save metrics from elements in the network simulation, 
such as 1) nodes, 2) charts, 3) video sequences and 4) topology. This in a plain text 
format that can be used for other graph plotting/statistics programs such as gnuplot 3/ 
igraph 4/ R 5, may be helpful for the research of complex network.
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Appendix A

NS-3 Network Emulator and Tracing

ns-3 network is a discrete-event network simulator for internet systems targeted 
primarily for research and educational use. The motivation behind ns-3 is to make it 
possible to program and run realistic network simulations with ease and in a fraction 
of the time it takes to run a real network simulation1.

The costs, time and complexity of setting up a real network simulation varies 
depending on the network scenario in mind. Often real network simulations will never 
be run due to the complexity and or size of the network, making them impossible to be 
run in a lab. Also the costs it takes to run an real network simulation can be expensive 
and limit the amount of testing. Not to mention the network devices used in such 
simulations can break down (or tear apart) during course of the simulation invalidating 
simulation, and the running of a new simulation would have to wait until new devices 

A. 1 Tracing

Tracing in ns-3 can be done either the traditional way by placing simple logging 
statements where needed in the code. Another approach and the recommended one is 
to use the tracing system and the logging utilities provided by ns-3. The first approach 
is simple but limited, since the content available for logging without changing the ns-3 
source code is small. And as applications become larger the content/output of interest 
will also grow. Thus adding logging statements all over the ns-3 source code is a bad 
approach when it comes to tracing. Not only does it become difficult to maintain an 
overview of all the changes made to the ns-3 source code but it also makes it hard to 
upgrade the ns-3 source code base to a newer version when available, without loosing 
all the changes done to the source code. For the same reason ns-3 provides a tracing 
subsystem that is based on the concept of traces sources and trace sinks which 
resembles an event based system. Trace sources are generators of events and trace 
sinks are consumers[2]. Using this same programming approach that is used to create 
trace sources in the ns-3 source code. It is possible to create own trace sources, adding 
new trace sources to the ns-3 source code if a trace source of interest is missing or 
changing existing (available) trace sources in the ns-3 source code.
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A. 1.1 Standard Tracing

The most simple way of logging would be to just print out to the desired information 
standard output, e.g.

#include <iostream>

int main ()
{
  …

  int lost = udpServer->GetLost();
  int recv = udpServer->GetReceived();
  int time = Simulator::Now ().GetSeconds() - start;

  std::cout << “udpServer total running time: ” << time << “, ”;
  std::cout << “packets lost: ” <<  lost << “, ”;
  std::cout << “and packets recv: ” << recv << endl;

  …
}

The ns-3 source code offers several logging macros that do the same work of 
redirecting information to standard output and should be used if possible, since the 
information that should be redirected to standard output can vary depending on the 
lifecycle and purpose of a program. When writing code it is important to log 
information that can tell something about the state of the program. Such as if a 
program is executing properly and eventually where a program went wrong so that it 
is possible to correct errors that occur in a program. 

Logging in ns-3 is component based in the sense that one registers the component for 
which the output will be associated to. Logging is disabled by default in ns-3 and must 
be enabled per component or globally for all components.  Also when enabling 
logging one must decide which logging levels should be enabled, this tells the system 
which information should be processed and redirected to standard output. The logging 
levels are defined in the table below [2].

Level Description
LOG_ERROR Use when logging error messages
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Level Description
LOG_WARN Use when logging warning messages

LOG_DEBUG Use when logging relatively rare, ad-hoc debugging messages

LOG_INFO Use when logging informational messages about program 
progress

LOG_FUNCTION Use when logging a message describing each function called

LOG_LOGIC Use when logging message describing logical flow within a 
function

LOG_ALL Use when logging everything

The NS_LOG macro is used in conjunction with an LOG_LEVEL and a output message. 
An example of using the NS_LOG macro:

NS_LOG_COMPONENT_DEFINE(“MyComponent”)

int main ()
{
  …
 NS_LOG(LOG_ALL, “Hello from MyComponent”);
  …
}

And for each log level except LOG_ALL into account there is a shortcut macro prefixed 
with NS_* where * denotes the LOG_LEVEL. And an additional NS_LOG_UNCOND macro 
which will log to standard output despite which log level has been set.

A. 1.1.2 Tracing

The ns-3 tracing subsystem is built on the concept of independent tracing sources and 
tracing sinks; Along with an uniform mechanism for connecting sources to sinks [2]. 
Comparing the ns-3 tracing subsystem to an event system. trace sources would be 
event dispatchers those who generate events, while trace sinks would be event 
listeners and are event consumers. The ns-3 tracing subsystem can in addition 
automatically notify events when a property of an object has changed without the 
object itself notifying about the change. The tracing subsystem relies heavily on two 
mechanisms and a config subsystem. 
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• The ns-3 Attribute mechanism: organizes the access of internal members object of a 
simulation.  And lays the foundation for how traces and statistics are collected in a 
simulation [2].  

• The ns-3 Callback mechanism: makes it possible for one piece of code to call a 
function without any specific inter-module dependency [2].

• The sub config subsystem: is the glue that pieces the mechanism above, and makes it 
possible to create trace sinks connected to trace sources.

Say we have an application using a tcp socket and we want to trace the next sequence 
number to be sent. If we look into the source code we can see that we have the 
following value defined in tcp-socket-base.h source:

TracedValue<SequenceNumber32> m_nextTxSequence;

And made available using the attribute mechanism in  tcp-socket-base.cc source:

.AddTraceSource ("NextTxSequence",
                 "Next sequence number to send (SND.NXT)",
                  MakeTraceSourceAccessor 
(&TcpSocketBase::m_nextTxSequence)) 

The in our application we can make a callback which we connect to added trace source 
for NextTxSequence e.g.:

void NextTxSequenceTrace (int32_t oldValue, int32_t newValue)
{
  std::cout << "Next Tx Sequence: " << newValue  << std::endl;
} 

int main ()
{
  …!
  socket->TraceConnectWithoutContext("NextTxSequence",
! !
! !
! !
  MakeCallBack (&NextTxSequenceTrace))
  …
}

The tracing system is very flexible as it allows a trace sink to listen to various trace 
source generators, or to a trace source generator in specific. The config subsystem tells 
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the tracing system which trace source we are interested in and the callback we want to 
connect to the trace source. It is also possible to connect trace source belonging to a 
certain context only.

A. 2.2 Tracing in Broad

Without any output from the network simulations Broad does not much. It must have 
trace sources to work with. ns-3 provides us with the framework to program such 
network simulations but we must also generate the output that Broad uses to visualize 
the network simulation. To generate this output an existing Trace Helper created for 
the visualization tool Bienvisto [1] has been extended.

A. 2.2.1 Trace Helper

As mentioned the TraceHelper is the main source for all the trace sources that are 
used in the Broad application. Its an simple C++ utility class that takes advantage of 
the ns-3 tracing subsystem to generate its output; it does so by hooking onto the trace 
sources of interest and writes them out to a file in the Broad based on the Bienvisto 
trace format. The trace sources of interest are the following: 

• Mobility model course change: signals when a node changes it course in the 
mobility model. The parameters available in this context are the velocity, position of 
the node at the point in time this course change took place.  

• Routing table changed: signals when the routing table for a given node has changed. 
The parameters available in this context is the affected node and its list of known 
node addresses that at the point in time this change took place.  

• Wifi Physical layer PhyTxBegin: signals when an node sends(starts transmitting) a 
packet in the physical layer. The parameters available in this context are the packet 
itself, the node that sent the packet. The destination of the packet and the point in 
time this event took place.

• Wifi Physical layer PhyTxEnd: signals when a node has received an a packet (in the 
physical layer). The parameters available in this context are the packet itself, the 
node at which the packet was received. The destination of the packet and the point in 
time in which this event occurred.

• Ad hoc wifi MacTxDrop: signals when a packet has been dropped in the mac layer 
before transmission. The parameters available in this context are the packet, the 
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node that sent the packet. The next hop destination of the packet and the point in 
time this event took place.

• Ad hoc wifi MacRxDrop: signals when a packet has been dropped after the packet 
has been passed up from the physical layer and is being forwarded up the protocol 
stack. The parameters available in this context are the packet, the node that sent the 
packet. The last hop destination and the next hop of the packet. And the point in time 
this event took place.

• Dts Overlay Enqueue: signals when the buffer of a node has changed.  The 
parameters available in this context are the affected node, the current number of 
packets present in the node buffer. And the point in time this event took place.

• Dts Server SeqTsSent: signals when a sequence has been sent. The parameters 
available in this context are the node that sent the sequence, the sequence number 
and the point in time this event took place.

• Dts Server SeqTsReceived: signals when a sequence has been received. The 
parameters available in this context are the node that received the sequence, the 
sequence number and the point in time this event took place.            

 
• Dts Overlay Inserted: signals when a sequence has been inserted into the buffer over 

the. The parameters available in this context are the node that at which the sequence 
was inserted to, the sequence number and the point in time this event took place.

• Dts Overlay Forwarded: signals when a sequence has been forwarded from a node. 
The parameters available in this context are the node that forwarded the sequence, 
the sequence number and the point in time this event took place.                                  

A. 2.2.2 The Broad trace format

The Broad trace format is line based output format, each line in the output corresponds 
to an event in the Broad visualization tool. Those events are based on the trace source 
mentioned above. The exception from this rule is the first line in the trace output 
which represents the total running time of the simulation. The trace format is 
explained in the table below:
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Label Event Format and description

s s <simulation_time>

The total simulation time.

nr A node has been 
added to the 
simulation.

nr <node_id> <node_type> <node_address>

The id of the node.
The node type one of onloc, carrier or ccc 
The ip address of the node

cc Course change cc <node_id> <time> <pos_x> <pos_y> <vel_x> <vel_y> 

The id of the node.
The time when this event took place 
Position x and y of the node
Velocity x and y of the node

rc Route change rc <node_id> <node_id2> <node_id3> …

The first node id is the node which routing table has been 
updated.
The subsequent node id’s are the nodes in the updated 
routing table list for the first node.

mt Mac Transmit mt <node_id> <time> <packet_size> <next_hop_id>

The id of the node
The time when this event took place 
The size of the packet
And the next hop id

mr Mac Receive mr <node id> <time> <packet_size> <last_hop_id> 
<next_hop_id>  

The id of the node
The time when this event took place 
The size of the packet
And the next hop id

be Buffer Enqueue be <node id> <time> <new_queue_size>

The id of the node
The time when this event took place 
The new buffer queue size of the packet
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Label Event Format and description

ss Sequence sent ss <node id> <time> <sequence number>    

The id of the node.
The time when this event took place
The sequence number sent

sr Sequence received sr <node id> <time> <sequence number>

The id of the node.
The time when this event took place
The sequence number received

si Sequence inserted si <node id> <time> <sequence number>

The id of the node.
The time when this event took place
The sequence number inserted

sf Sequence forwarded sf <node id> <time> <sequence number> <dest>

The id of the node.
The time when this event took place
The sequence number forwarded
The destination node of the sequence 
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Appendix B

The  following source code is appended as a CD-ROM it contains the following:

1. Broad/src: contains the code for the visualization tool

2. Broad/Trace Helper: contains the code for the trace helper

3. Release/Desktop: Desktop version of the application requires the adobe air 
framework http://get.adobe.com/air/

4. Release/Web: Web version of the application can run in any flash enable browser

5. Data: Network simulations Emergency Rescue Operation 6 Minutes and 12 
Minutes. In addition RW Operation 6 Minutes and 12 Minutes

An archive for these files can also be downloaded from http://heim.ifi.uio.no/
~cristobd/broad/code.zip
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